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WILD BILL, the Pistol Prince.
BY COLONEL PRENTISS INGRAHAM.
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Wild Bill,
THE ,,PISTOL PRINQE.
From Early Boyhood to his Tragic
Dea.th.
Deedl of Daring, Adventures, and Thrilling I•
cidenta in the Life of J. B. Rikok, Known
to the World as Wild Bill
BY COL. PRENTISS INGRAHAM,
6.trIBOB OJ' "ADVENTURES OF BUFFALO BILL,"
ET0. 1 ETO., ETO.

CHAPTER L
THE HERO.

Iw a small log-cabin, a story and a half high,
1!tuated on the edge of a timber-island, iu the
State of Illinois, and upon the banks of Vermilion Creek, was born in the year 183'1'
James Butler Hikok, wiio, by the strange
nomenclature of the bordzr, won from his
comrades in after years the name of Wild
Bill.
Sketches innumerable, poems, and novels
have been wr itten of the marvelous man who
has won the a bove strange sobriquet, and well
knowing that his thrilling adventures ,will
furnish material enough to interest all classes
of readers, I give in the following pages incidents of dar~ng, peril and romance, which are
worthy of the. belief that truth is stranger than
fiction.
Even in his earliest boyhood Wild Bill won a
name for daring, fearless horsemanship and a
• crack boy marksman, and his early training
served him well in after years':
For fire-arms he had a passion, and he set
himself to work at eight years of age, to
possess as his own a pony, rifle, pistol ·and
knife.
Busy with the affairs of bis farm, and the
improvement of bis new home, then in the
wilds of the Far West, as was Illinois at that
ti.me, Mr. Hi.kok had little time to watch the
growing hero in bis bousebGld, and to all his
begging for a pistol and a pony, put him off
from . day to day, until young Jim-for it
must be remembered that he did not win the
name of Wild Bill until be bad reached man's
estate-determined to procure those necessary,
as be believed, pro)J0rties to a border boy's
comfort and education.
How to set about it he did not exactly know;
but an idea was suggested to him by bearing
· his father and a neighbor discussing t.he circumstance of the State naving offered a
premium for the ecalps of ,wolves, u those

animals had become BO destructive tll '118
caWe or settler$.
Watching his opportunity, when the family
were away from bome..pne day, Jimmy l!Ot to
work with hatchet and nails 1 and soon constructed some distance from the cabin a most
unique pen of a double character as a trap in
which to catch wolves.
It WW! so constructed that there was a pen
within a pen1 and the innl'r one was to be used
as a receptacle for his bait, and the outer . one
as the trap.
Jimmy made them both remarkably secure,
for the strength of the inner one the life of bis
pet pig depended upon, an'ii the outer one must
be strong enough to hold the game w:!>.en
caught.
Jimmy had a pet pig a neighbor hau .given
him, and this little animal W!lS taken down to
his trap and securely fastened up witbm the
inner pen, and th!' trap was so set that when
the wolves went in under the log outer pen to
interview piggy, down would come the log
cage over them.
· Jimmy'~ pig did ntit seem to relish the affair,
evidently believing, when be saw the contri·
vance, that be was to be used as a cat's paw;
but he wlis feasted well, and then his yoiing
master retired to await results.
Hardly bad .Jimmy gotten a quarter of a
mile away toward the house, when piggy be·
gan to squeal at a rate that touched the boy's
heart, and be determined to go back and release him a:nd use his mother's peVcat for bait;
but upon his arrival he saw that the trap bad
fallen, and if tbe pig was frightened to death,
nearly, in the interior, there were tlu'.ee wolves
equally as alarmed at being captives in the
outer department.
For just such a climax Jimmy had prepared
by fastening an old bowie knife into the end ot
a strong pole, and be went to work with such
good will that he soon massacred the wolves
and returned in triumph to bis cabin, so eh.ted .
with hi.:l success that he forgot the woes of the
pig in bis delight at having layed the founda·
tion of bis fortune, which was to purchase fer
him a pony, rifle and pistol.
With his three scalps he sought llis father
upon his return and told him of his wolf-trap,
and Mr. Hikok was so delighted that be at
once went with Jimmy to see his macbi·ne.
As they drew near, the squealing of the pig
told J immy that he bad made another capture,
and, discovering two more wolves in his trap,
be showed his father . bis modus operandi of
ending the lives of the beasts and scalpiJll:
them.
The result of this t111p was that Jimmy soon
got enough money from his scalps to buy bis
pony, saddle and bridle, a small rifle, pistol
and bowie·knife, and he considered himself
Jllllde, and at onoe releasGd piggy from hil
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-1ng peril, d!'termlned to bun' for wolvel!..
In a more manly way.
Before proceeding further we may relate
~e following true episode 11.11 Indicative of the
boy'• good nature and hla wonderful courage.
It WllS just after be enter{'d his teen3 that be
went with some neigbbor1 to a distani ranch
to drive back a herd of cattle.
The afternoon of their arrival tbe party bad
put up at a small tavern, thl' proprietor of
which bad a feeling of ill-Will against the
father of Jimmy Hikok, and which bis wife
also joined him in.
The merits of the case Jimmy knew little
a.bout, other than that all bad insisted in sayi.ug that his father wu right, and the tavern
prcprietor wrong.
Upon this score, however, the tavern-keeper
tieemed himF.elf In the right, and, learning tbat
the l>oy was a son of his old enemy, refuSAd to
permit him to remain at his tavern.
This troubled tht1 youth but little, for be
went to the woods near by, threw himself up
a brush shelter, and, · having provisions, was
oooking bis evening meal with the utmo>t unconcern, when be heard screams toward the
tavern.
Instantly he ran In that direction, and discovered all in a wild state of confusion, for a
huge bear had run down from the hills, taken
the baby-girl of tha tavern keeper from the
door-step, where it lay asleep, and r~n off with

it.
MOBt of the men living at the place were
away, getting up the cattle, and the few who
were there began to organize a hunt for the
ferocious beast, having no hope of saving the
child; but Ji=y Hikok armed only with his
pistols a"9d knife, at once started In pllI'Bui.t,
the terrified mother showing him In which
direction the bear bad gone.
Jimmy was jleet of foot, and possessed wonderful powers of endurance, and set off at a
swift run, which soon brought him in sight of
the bear.
In his mouth, bis teeth firmly holding the
clothes, t.he bear carried the infant, which was
screaming with fright. Ipstantly Jimmy determined to at~ck the beast, malting him drop
his prey and turn on him.
Boldly he ran after the brute, came within
pistol range, an!l, confident in his unerring
aim, Brl'd.
'
The bear gave a savage growl, and at once
•pru.ng forward with greater speed. The boy
saw that be limpeil, and exerting himself the
more, loading as be ran, now drew quite near,
and stopping suddenly, egain fired.
This time the bell.llt dropped the screaming
Infant, and savagely turned upon hi1 young

toeman.

But, nothing daunted, the brave youth kept
be wen&. and

..SftllCina toward him, loedbla u

I

1oon wu upon him, when be halted, ancl
almost at arm's length fired fairly In the fact1
of the huge monster, as be stood upon his bind
legs. Brum dropped at the shot, but only for
an instant, and then rose and savagely rushed
upon the boy.
But again the youth met him, this time wltlt ·
tbe one pistol he bad loaded, still grasping the
other Into which be had only had time to throw
some powder.
Perfectly calm be had the presence of mind
to aim for the eyes of the brute, and with such
l§OOd result that be blinded Bruin, and again
dropped him, just as the crowd of men from
the tavern came i'1 sight.
Blinded, wounded, and mad with rage and
pain, the beast tried to get hold of his foe; but
Jimmy kept out of reach, at· the same time
loading bis pistols once more, and again gave
him their contents, which there and then ended
the monster's life, while be bounded forward
and raising tbe still shrieking child In bis arms,
gave it to its father, who just the• came up.
One glance was sufficient to show the father
that, excepting a few ecratches and a fearful
fright, the baby was not Injured, and then he
tw·ned to Jimmy, and said with tien..bling
voice:
"My boy, yon've got your revenge on mo,
so don't spare me."
" I didn't want any revenge, sir: it wasn't
my quarrel, and you knew best who you wanted
in your house, and I didn't mind roughing it
out doors," was Jimmy's answer.
. "Forgive me, boy, and come back with me,
and the best I've got you'll be welcome to, and
I'll bury the hatchet between the old man and
myself. Come, Jimmy, come, pards, w1.>'ll go
back and have a good time, and I'll dress the
bear-skin for you, boy, as a reminder of whai
you've done this day."
·
And back to the tavern they went, and there
ever after Jimmy Hikok was the ?'avored.guest.
After the success of his wolf-baiting had provided Jimmy with all the necessary equipments of the bunter, he could not stay a&
home.
Armed with bis weapons, and mounted upon
Beauty, as be named bis trulY. fleet and handsome pony, Jimmy scoured the country for
balf a hundred miles around, frequently remaining alone at night in the forests or on the
prairie, knowing no fear, and building up a
constitution and nerve that were to serve him
well in after years.
His parents were anxious to have him attend
school, and sent him to a teacher living many
miles away, where be soon laid the foundation
of an education, which never in aft.er life was
be able to continue, u far u books went,
though ever was be a &tudent of na~ure and
human natura.
Duty elsewhere calling the teacher awa.r,
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llmmy, at the age of fourteen, t.ook to the towLoading It carefully, with his single-barreled
path on the Illinois and Michigan canal, 1md pistols, the one the wolf's l'Cll!ps had bought
here he saw the first serious adventure of his
life, when ir1 his fUteenth year, and which will
be related in the follow!ng chapter.

for him, he laid it in bis trunk, and then sough•
rest.
Late in the afternoon he arose and again
went on the path, telling his partner of hill
plan.
CHAPTER II.
·' Buck," he said, " the captain and the two
TIClll OAN.&L BUCOA.NE~
hands are in the job, and just before I come on
WHILE on the tow-path of the canal, Jimmy to-night I'll manage to get them into the hold
. Hikok became a very popular youth with all together, under the excuse of a..bad leak in the
with whom he came in contact; but he WWI hull, and then I'll just shut 'em up there, and
undemonstrative and rather taciturn in his na- you can guard 'e'll while I go on the path.
ture, doubtless having become so from his man.)"
" I'm a good shot, as you know, and when
days and night~ of solitude in the prairie and those three men come up to seize me, I ll just
forest, and t rotting along behind the canal-boat open on them with my CoU's, and then we'll
hol'Sell, or riding them, and having no one to have fun, you bet."
speak to for hours at a time.
"But they may klll you, Jimmy," suggested
One night when the boat was in "port," and Buck.
" Guess not; but I've got to take tho11e
ready to draw out at daybreak, he lay asleep
In his bunk, when he WRS awakened by voices chances, Buck, end mind you, I leave you the
single-barrel pistols, and if old Skillets, the
In the cabin.
/ What he beard WWI no more than a plot of cook, puts on any airs, just nail him, for thiB
1everal men, with the captain of the boat. ti' boat has got thirty thoJ¥land dollars on her be·
attack it the following night, at a desolate spot longing to the company, and we've got to save
on the canal, rob it of some trPasure of the it from the pirat1>s."
Thus it was arranged, and as cool as an icicle
company which it would carry, and, escaping
was Jimmy when he was awakened to take
with their booty; to share all round.
·
Jimmy wi.s horrified at the rascally plot, and his trick on the path.
He went forward, and, calling to the capdetermined, as soon as the men left the cabin,
to get up and make the affair known; but to tain and two men, said he f~lt confident that
bis alarm th•iy had just departed, wheu he was there was a leak in the hold, as he could hear
called up to go ahead with bis horses, and the the water running.
Getting lanterns, the three men hastily deboat WWI pulled Ollt on her trip, it being at a
lonely place on the canal, and no one near to scended into the hold, and instantly Ji=y
call upon, for the captain bad distinctly said closed the ~rap upon them and bolted it. ,
Skillets, the cook, was asleep, and Ji=y
that two of his '"hands " were with him, and
for the cook and the two path-boys he did not calle~ to his pard:
care.
"~nck, I have 'em caged, ao pull In and
Jimmy plodded along, thinking bow he could we'll change."
"Ay,
ayl" called back Buck, and in ten
circumvent the canal buccaneers, and at last
came to the conclusion that he would make the minutes more he was walking the canal boat
attempt at any rate. ·
deck, the pistols Jimmy had given him in hie
He knew the spot chosen for the robbery bands, and listening to the ..mutll.ed curses and
well, and he would be on the tow-path at the hammering of tbe captain and his crew below.
The noise soon brought Skillets out of hie
time, and had heard their plan to stop him, tell
him t.!Jey were passengers who wished to get bunk, and he sided_with the captain ar;d crew,
on mard, and then they were to seize him, halt and picked up an ax with which to a•tack Buck,
th" lJOrses, board the boat and bind the captain who instantly called to Jimmy for aid, as be
and crew, nnd after securing the treasure, began to weaken.
Jimmy yelled back to him to ran the bout
d'live away in the vehicle in which they bad
close inshore, and, as he jumped on boar<i
CG~e to the ·~anal.
Having for med his plan, when relieved from Skillets made for Buck, but was met by ;h~
inty, as was his wont, Ji=y remained a few youth of whom he stood something in awe.
Putting his revolver down on the deck, and
moments with the bdy who was his tow-path
partner, and very little questioning showed telling Buck to still keep at the helm, Jimmy
ran in upon Skillets, and at once a &avage figM
him that he would be his ally at any rate.
Going on board, Jimmy looked at a new began for mastery.
The boy was ~11, wiry, as active as a pan·
purchase he had made with the money earned
tber, quick as a fl.ash. and very strong fur his
on the tow-path.
It was a Colt'R revolver, and at that time an age; but Skillets ~as a st.out-bodied man, and
ancomman weapon, and he WllB as proud of it the two rolled over and over the deck together
u IUI could be.
I UBtil they went overboard into the caual.
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Buck, In alarm, stopped the boat l>y running disarmed, tor he carried a pistol, end secure'ly
lt in to the shore, e.nd ran to the side to see the bound.
Then the dead man, the first ;n=y bad
fight, which still continued fiercely in the
shot, the wounded one, who was tho second he
water.
It was Jimmy who had thrown himself ovel'- had fired on, and the prisoner, wer" carried on
ooard, dragging Skillets with him, as he felt board, and the two youths set to work to rtr
be was the stronger on a solid surface, and sume their way, having hitched the carriage
horses to the tow-line.
knew ha could master him in the water.
The wounded man was dyjng, it was evi.,
But Skillets fought wit)l fury, and yet slowly failed in strength, until Jimmy at last felt dent, and Jimmy took the tow-path and hMtened on, while Buck held the tiller, and in a
his hold relax.
" Here, Buck, throw me a rope, and we'll couple of hours' time they reached a villag~
draw ·him on deck," said the' youth, and, fas- where they reported what had happened.
The constable and justice came down and
tening it around the body of the man, he drew
himself up on the canal-boat, and then the two released the captain and bis men from the
hold, and as the driver bad confessed all, they
hauled the body on board.
"Now let us move on, Buck, so get the team were taken to prison, while the bcdies of the
two buccaneers, for the second had died, were
started while I change for a dry !.uit."
This-did not take many minutes, and, armed buried, Skillets having revived in time to prewith bis revolv11r, Jimmy was soon mounted vent their burying him as a dead man.
For this adventure Jimmy was made capon ibe lead horse, while Buck guided the boat
tain of a canal boat, though but fifteen, and
up Iha canal.
" Sing, Buck, to drown the voices of that pretented with a purse by the company; but
caged gang," called out Jfrnmy, and Buck did as canal buccaneers were scarce, aud he longed
as requested, and along the dark canal the for ad venture, he soon after left for other
boat moved, the voice of the youth starting scenes, for danger was to him a pleasure.
many echoes in the dark and dismal fore$ts.
At last the spot selected as the scene for the
CHAPTER IIL
attack of the buccaneers, was just ahea.d, and
SHANGHAI BILL.
Jimmy drew a long breath and his revolver at
IN his search for fields of adventure Jimmy
the same time. ..,,.
Suddenly two men came in sight, and one naturally turned bis gaze toward J{ansas ar.d
Missouri, then the scenes of a border warfare
of them called out:
"Hold on, tow boy, we want t.o get on growing from incipiency to the size of a giant
as the weeks progressed.
board."
He had, after leaving the canal, gone home
" I can't stop," said Jimmy.
"By Heaven you shall; knock him off with for a visit, and remained there for quite a
while, aiding his fa~ber and broU1ers on the
your 1tick, Sam,'' cried the man.
It was the intention of Sam to obey, but farm; but with what money he had, he con1Uddenly a flash illumined the darkness of the cluded to set ont for St. Louis, anf.J after a soforest, and the man fell dead, while the other journ of a . year in that busy cHy, took a
steamer to Leavenworth, Kansas, where he
Instantly fired upon Jimmy.
Down went the horse he rode; but the youth arrived at a time when the excitement, consenimbly caught on his feet, and a second, third q uent to making the State open to slavery,
end fourth shot was rapidly fired by him, and was at its hight.
His first landing in Kansas convinced him
in his tracks, as he turned to fly 1 fell the second
that he bad struck the right field o1 adventure,
robber.
Bounding forward into the road, which for a fight was in progress as he ~• ent ashore,
crossed the canal by a bridge a little way which ended in the death of a number of the
above, Jimmy found a carriage there, to which participQnts.
Failing in an effort to secure employment ai
were hitched two horses, and their driver was
endeavoring to curb their fright, and turn them once, Jirumy sought to enlist hims1'lf with the
"Red Legs," an anti-slavery comDJand under
Into the road as if to fly.
the leadership of the noted Jim La119,
But Jimmy ran close up to him e.nd said:
This band numbered some thr~ e hundred
"Hold on, for I we.nt you too."
men, all thoroughly armed and m1 anted; bui
"Don't shoot!" yelled the man. ,
not having the wherewithal to purcl. ase a horse
"Then get out."
and complete equipment, he was n fused as a
" I'll do it."
"Ho, Buck! come herel" cried Jimmy, in a Red Leg Ranger, greatly to his dist ·eBS.
But a few days after the Red Le., s went out
lond tone.
Buck had been alarmed greatly at the shota, on bhe commons to shoot with rifles and pistola
but hearing .Jimmy'• Toice at once sprung on for prizes, lltld .Tiu.wy detenuineli to l'llli ill
lbol.'tl, and coming up tbe driver wu quickly it he could.
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To attract attention, when any one shot
and did not drive the bull's-eye, he laughed in
a satirical way, until at last one of the Red
Legs turned fiercely upon him and said:
"Look a heur, boy, you bas too mucb laugh,
118 ef you c'u'd do better, an' rlurn my skins,
et yer hain't a Red Leg, l'll give yer a chance
ter shoot.
"El yer takes tber prize, I'll pay yer put-up
odust, an' ef yer don't, I'll take the hickory ram·
rod o' my rifle an' welt yer nigh ter death.
" Does yer shoot on my tarmsi"
"I will, and beat you tQo," was the quiet
response.
All eyes had been turned on the tall, hand·
eome youth before, and several had determined
to try his mettle, after the shooting, tor having laughed at them, and now they gazed on
him with Increased Interest, from the cool
manner in which he asserted his 1uperiority aa
a marksman.
There were thi:ee prizes, viz:
· .A fine horse, saddle and bridle for the first;
a rifle, and belt with two revolvers and a
bowie knife for the second, and a purse of one
hundred dolla~for. the third.
Jimmy had some little money, and ll&id
quietly!
" I'll pay the fees, for I want no man to
give me money."
" Then shell out; It's fifteen fer ther first, ten
fer ther second, and five dollars fer ther third
prize, an' tber boys bes all chipped in, an' et
yer don't win, boy, they'll all see me larrup
yer"
Tile speaker, Shanghai · Bill, all knew, and
greatly feared, for he was a desperado of the
worst type, a giant in size and strength, and
ever ready to get into a brawl.
Jimmy smiled at bis words, paid bis thirty
dollars, which left him with three in his pocket,
and after the Red Legs had shot took his stlllld
and raising his rifle qmckly, fired.
The first to start the cheer wu Jim Lane
himself, who cried out:
"By Heaven! the best shot in the three
hundred."
/' It's a accidint; besides, general, tbar's two
mpre to be &hooted." growled Shanghai Bill.
'The two more were then shot in the same
quick way u before, and the bulleta found
dead center.
"I've got the horse, saddle and bridle towards becoming a Red Leg, general," said
Jimmy quietly, addressing Lane.
"Yon have Indeed; now, see if you can win
the arms, and egad, I believe you can," wu
Lane's reply.
·
·
,...T hese wve to be shot for wl.tb pistols, and
at twenty paces, the best two in three shots,
and once more Jimmy scored three dead cen·
~ bull's-eyea.
The men DOW becAle deepq biWeltecl ta

the tall, handsome youth, and watched eagerl1
for him· to come to his third trial, whioh wu
to be with a ride at a moving object, a hUDdred yards off.
This object was a round piece ot wood,
painted red, which was to be rolled, like a
wheel, along the ground, and at It three shote
were given.
Just as tho man who rolled It started It in
motion, a crow flew over the field above the
heads of the crowd, and lnstantly raising hill
rifle Jimmy fired, 1Wd brought him down,
while he immedU.tely seized the weaJ;>on he)d
by Shanghai Bill and throwing it to a level,
. sent a bullet through tha red wheel ere it, had
stopped rolling.
This double feat, and one shot with a strange
rifle, set the crowd wild with enthus:ias¥1, while
it only ange-red Shanghai Bill who 'growled
forth:
"You has done ther shootin' squar', an' won
all ther prizes, pard; so yer escapes ther lick·
in' on thet scor1i; but yer hes tuk a liberty
with my rifle I never allows, an' I'll jist tan
yer bide fer thet."
"Lay your hand on me and I'll kill you,"
wu Jimmy's calm response.
But Shanghai Bill at once replied:
" I guess I 'll Elit yer ears, so as I'll know
yer ag'in," and be drew his knife. " Keep
o1fl" and Jimmy stepped backward, while he
dropped his band on bis revolver.
'
" Oh I that's yer lee Lie game are ltf W aaI,
. I'll jine yer."
And the desperado drew his revolver; hut it
was the last act of his life, as square in the
forehead went the youth's bullet, and the bully
ot the Red Legs was a dead man.
"Bravo tor the boy I He's killed the
Shanghai I What's yer name, my young fellerf'' yelled one of the men.
" Call me anythmg you please; I don't care,"
was the calm response.
"Then Shanghai Bill is yer handle, fer ther
Red Legs can't git along without one o' thet
name. Boys, this are new Shanghai Bill."
A wild yell greeted the announcement, and
Jim Hikok was at once enlisted as a Red Leg,
and became known as Shanghai Bill, a name
that clung to him until changed for that of
Wild Bill.
CHAPTER IV.
THE YOUNG RANGER,

DURING his time of service in the oompany

et Jim Lane, as a Red Leg Ranger, Bill, u I
ahall now call him, performed many deeda of
valor, and was pronounced by his commander
the most daring man in his command.
Without going over his many deeds of daJ'o
Ing and hair-breadth escapes as a young Ranger,
I wiU rater t.o oiao bicl4ou~ tbll~ ~ to lbow
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bis Indomitable nerve. and at the same time
that his heart Willi in tlie right place.
Upon one of bis solitary rides, or scouts, Bill
came to a pleasant home, where be asked sbelter for tbe night, as Ire was feeling quite ill, the
f:>tfects of a severe cold.
The permission was given, tbe host little
dreaming tbnt be was entertaining unu,wares
tbe noted Shanghai Bill, the Red Leg Ranger,
who, as a partisan on the other side he would
have been delighted to capture,
The following morning when the host went
to call Bill, be found him unable to rise, suffering as be was with a high fever and aches
In every bone.
A doctor w:as sen~ for and be prescribed for
the patient, and yet Bill continua.lly grew
worse and soon bis lite was despaired of; but
bis stroog constitution caused him to at last
rally and he recuperated rapidly, and at last
got well enough to nndertake the ride back
into Kansas, and most warmly tbank'lld bis
host and bis family, who bad been untiring in
their nursing of the stranger.
Touched by their devotion to him, Bill said:
" I know not bow to thank you for all you
nave done for me, bnt hope sometime to prove
s:iy appreciation."
The host renli~
"Do so, by- sometimes showing a kindness to
any of our side who may fall into your bands,
Shanghai Bill."
"Hal you know mei"
"Yll81 for in your delirium you told us who
you are. I bad believed you a monster, from
all reports, but now I know to the conbrary;
but, no watter what you were, you came be1·e
Bick and we cared tor you."
Bill was deeply affected by their kindness
and dared 11ot truslio himseH to reply, and
shortly after took his leave, Upon bis return
to tbe Red Legs be told his experience, made
Jrr-,wn to each one of the command who the
k:h d host was and where he - rtlSided, and
begged him to always spare any of his property or himself, it it was in his power,
Some weeks after be boldly went to the
pleasant farm-house again, to pass the night,
and was received kindly, and thanked for many
goodnesses shown them by the Red Legs raiding through.
·
A short while after a small party of bis foes
were found In Kansas, committing fearful
outrages, and being captured, were about to
he executed summarily, when Bill came upon
the scene and suddenly recognized one, a baudaome youth, as the son of bis host.
"Boys, you must spare .this one,'' he said
quietly, and be cut the ropes that bound the
pale, trembling youth.
"No, Shanghai Bill, we won't do it, not
even for you, as thia is a bad lot and he wwi
~ht wit.k 'em," wu the reply,

'

"Never mind; be shall not die, and I wfD
answer for lt that be won't be caught In li11Ch
bad company again."
But all of Bill's entreaties were of no avail,
as tbe Red Legs ~ere determined to sacrifice ·
the boy.
Seeing that begging would do no good, Bill offered to purchase the youth from bis captors;
but they were uot to be prevailed upou, and
&eeing it be took another tacit, and said
calmly:
" Boys, I have asked you to spare thia
youth, and you refuse; I have offered to pay
you a ransom for him and you wnn't receive
it, and now I tell you frankly, and you know
me, I think-you shall not kill this lad!''
"Shall not is big words, Shanghai," growled
one.
"I'll back my words, Purdy."
"Guess you'll have to, for we won't gin
the boy up."
"Take him then, if you wish to die."
A man, bolder than the rest step1 ed forward
and laid a heavy band' upou t lle youtb'11
sbould6r, when the arm, broken by a bullet,
fell helpless at bis side.
Instantly there · were a dozen weapon1
drawn; but Bill plllced himself in front of the
y outh, aud with a revolver in each hand faced
the crowd, and said calmly:
"Take him, pards, if you wish to."
But th.e leader of the captors did not desire
trouble with Shaugbai Bill, who was the most
popular man in the command, and besides, be
knew well Bill' a deadly aim, and be said coaxingly:
'' Come, pards, let us give him up to Bill, for
he is but a boy anyhow."
"All right," was the general cry, for those
1n front of Bill's revolvers did not look
happy.
"I thank you, gentlemen. Pur•ly, get the
doctor to fix your arm up; go to th. best hotel,
and send tbe hills to me," 1md Sbimgbai Bill
walked away with bis young friend.
Arriving at bis camp, be turne1 to the boy
and asked:
"How is it you were with th at gang of
horse-thieves, bous&- burners and murderers I"
The youth seemed confused, and then a.nswered:
"I sought to find you, and joined t.h em mer~
ly to get into your lines, as the) said they
would make a raid into Kansas."
"But why to seek mer'
"Bill, do you not know mer I nm not Hal
Hals~ead, but his twin sister, Sophi "
Bill was astounded, for be now ..aw before
him the lovely girl wbo had so kind .J C'.l.red for
him during bis sickness, and who, loving him
desperately, had di~guised herself in her twinI brother's clothes, and come to join him.
~ Bill did not love bei', ud trallklT teWDI
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money, and seemed, 8JI be said, to only take tlM
ti:ips for the ride.
Several times the rosd-agents had attacked
the >r:• g P; hnt with Bill'! usual good luclt be
had gone through, with the Jou of a past1enger,
a wounded horse, and a few scratches.
In each case Bill's Strange Perd had drawn 1
weapon, and though no~ firing it, had scanned
the road-agents' faoee eagerly, as though searching for some one.
And one day that some one for whom be
CHAPTER V.
searched was found, for as the agents called a
BILL'S BTRAJIG!I PA.RD,
halt one afternoon in a lonely pass of the mounUPON leavin~ off his connection with the Red tains, the strange pa'l80nger suddenly uttered a
Legs, Bill went further West, e.nd readily er!•. just as Bill was about to rush througn, and
gained employment as a stage-driver from a rrusmg his weapon, fired.
The chief of the road-agents fell, and the
point In Kansas t o Santa Fe.
He bad been a passenger on a coach wblch young man was about to spring to the ground,
had been baited by road -agents, who had of but Bill seized him with a gripe of iron and
drove on.
laue had things pretty much their own way.
But the youth begged and implored hiN to
But, t hough the driver's hands went promptly up at the stern order, "Throw up your let him go, and at last succeeded in releasing
hands," Bill bad no Idea ot being robbed of the himself, as Bill had to take the reins in both
little he bad, and riding on the box, he yelled hand!!, and sprung to the ground.
He lighted on his feet all right, and dashed
outi
back down the road and disappeared from
"Drive on, matt, and run em down I"
But the J ehu bad no such Idea, aud Bill laid sight.
Bill was no man to go back on a pard, and
the whip on the horses ju1t as the shot.I! ca me
rattl1.ng at the j)Ollch, while he replied with his he had become attached to the youth, 80 at once
came to a bait, and sung out:
revolver and dropped two of the r obbers.
"Pilgrilll.S, you just wait a bit, and look after
The driver, however, fell from bis box, shot
through the heart, and seizing the rei~s in one my team until I come back."
The passengen demurred, but Bill was deterhand, using his revolver with hiB other, and
yelling like a wild Comanche, Bill ran the mined, and taking otf his leader, he threw himgantlet of the road-agents, who were unused to self upou bis back and dashed back after hie
that style of procedure, and got th.rough in Strange Pard.
His coming at a gallop put the road agents to
safety with a large sum of money they had for
flight, all except one, he whom the Strange
the company to pay off its men.
Of course It was all r eported In due forru, Pard had shot down, and. he lay upon the roadand Bill was offered• position as driver, which side where he bad fall1111, and over him knell.
•
he readily accepted, and it was noticed that his tht> youth.
Bill dashed up, dismounted, and cried :
coach went through every time, where others
"Look here, pard, what the devil did you
were not so fortunate.
After he had been driving a few months, Bill play this trick fort"
The a-yenger turned upon him and said:
one day picked up a strange passenger, who
"Bil~ I came here for a purpose, and I have
preferred to ride with him on the box.
Bill foundJiim a quiet yet pleasant compan- kept an oath I made three years ago. Thit
ion, handsome as a picture, very young and man won my love, deceived me, killed my old
very sad-looking, and with a smile which be father who sought to avenge my wrongs, and
often said afterward was 80 mournful that he fled. In male attire I have tracked him, and
I have avt0nged my father's death and mJ
hau rather see him cry than laugh.
Of his antecedents Bill could find out nothing, wrong, for he is dead, as you see."
Bill did see, for the road-agent chief Jay dead,
and he often wondered why such a refined,
retiring youth had come to that wild country, and, as there was a reward on his head, be
where there seemed nothing in common to one quickly shouldered him, carried him back to the
coach, and putting him on top, was soon in
of his traits.
To Bill's surprise the youth went back over readiness to proceed, the woman, as tbe Strange
the road with him, still occupying his seat by Pard was now known to be, silently mounting
to her old seat.
him on the box.
As they drew near the station, she eaid:
Again, on · the hip out he was in hi1 B<'Cwt" Do not betray me, Bill"
tomed place, and after half a dozen trips he
"Not I, !Jttle one!" was the prompt answ11r.
became known as "Bill'• Strange Pard."
[
The noxt da,y oo the wiq back the Straop
B• alwa;yw promptl,f 1tWed bil Pll111111&e-

lier so, carried ·her back to her father's home
with him, and there left her.
It was long months l,efore be again visited
the Missouri farm -boUSf, and when· be did, he
found that poor Sophie was sleeping in the village chuTchyard, her nature be 'ng to idolize,
rather than love, and loving the idol, It cansed
her to wilt away like a 11ower au<i> at last die
of a broken heart.
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Pard took her last ride· wi~ Bill, for she bade
him farewell at the station, and the two parted,
1he kiving him orders to collect the rewara ior
the head of the road-agent chief and hold it
until she sent for it.
He did co]lect it, bnt t.o the day of his death
1he bad never sent for the reward, doubtless
being satisfied with her revenge, and Bill never
bee.rd again of his Strange P.a.rd.
CHAPTER VL
THll: SPIRIT OJ' THll: CANYON.

WHILB on the Overland Stage Line Bill's
drives between stations were several times
changed, and once, owing to his splendid manner of going over th;i worst roads the darkest
aiglits, without accident, and arriving on
time, he was put on a mountain run, as the
distance between posts was called.
He had not driven the new route more than
once when he discovered that there was a good
reason for the drivers not caring to go through
the mountains at night.
This reason, which he discovered himself,
for not a word of it was whispered to him, was
on account of a lonely canyon through which
he paii80d, being haunted by a ghostly horse
and rider.
It seemed that a road-agent had been captured and hanged by the Vigilantes on a large
tree that grew at the mouth of the canyon,
and the man was buried at its foot, and each
night, dating from a few weeks after the
hanging, a spectral horse and rider was seen at
the tree, and, waiting until the stage~ came in
sight, would gallop before it through the canyon, and then mysterionsly disappear.
Several times some courageous driver had
endeavored to ove;·take the spirit by rapid
driving; but it had always kept a certain distance in advance, and invariably at the other
end of the canyon would disappear.
The dead road-age•t had ridden in life a
snow-white horse, and dressed in deep black,
and ao was tbis specter dressed in black, and
his steed was white, as had been plainly seen
on light moonlight nights.
The driver that went thl'ongh in the daytime never saw the Spirit ot tbe Canyon; but
the one who drove at night, either be it light
moonlight or dark and stormy, always saw the
Spirit.
.
. ·
Bill, on his first trip through_went by day
teveral times to learn the road, and not a
driver spoke to him upon the subject, even·
when he remarked with satire:
"You must be weak ribbon-holders, pards,
on this end of the line, not to be able to drive
that road with your eyes shut."
The first night drive he took he weat throng'h
without difficulty.
The lllOOlld Dl&ht likewise, aD4 l)f Wi!4

•

nothing of !eeing anything out of the usual

run.
The third night, ;lust as he came near the
canyon he quickened the pace of his team,
while he remarked to himself:
"That is the third time I have jumped tba•
f~low right there, and it looks strange. Come.
pets, step along, and we'll give the dyspeptica
i11side a shaking up, and see if we · can't catch
up with that white horse."
On went the team, and yet the h6rllem an
kept the same distance ln advance, and thoug b
Bill got the animals into a run and shook t he
stage so wildly the passengers thought it was
a runaway, he d id not gain on the specter.
" Well, that is curious," and putting on the
heavy California brakes as he spoke, he drew
the team to a standstill, end continued:
"I can't hear his horse's hoof-beats; it hi
Cllrious."
Bill drove on once mote and discovered thah
the strange rider turned off at the same place
he had the two nights before; and when he
went into the station he told the story of bi•
lieei.tig the mysterious horseman, and at one~
every t ongue was loosened and he learned that
the drivers bad called it a spirit, and after see
'ing it several times got sick and died, or wet
with some accident.
"Bah I they were a saperstitious set of fools,
and fll take my chances," was his contemptuous reply, and each night after that he saw the
Spirit of phe Canyon in good weather and storm.
One afternoon he asked an extra hand who
~ not on dttty to drive for him that night.
"Not L Bill, though I'll lend you money and
do all I can for you," was the reply.
"Then drive for me, Dan, for I will go
along too "
"Oh·: Gben I'll do ft."
"Well, you handle the ribbons, and ru ride '
behind the stag~n Bonny Bess, and when we
reach the canyon and see the ghost, I'll go in
chase while you drive on."
"Don't do it, Bill, for-"
"I will do it, Dan, so keep dark."
That night the stage rolled away from the
station just at sunset, with Dan R igby on the
box, and Bill, mounted upon his s:elendid mare
Bonny Bess, and thoroughly armed, riding
close behind the vehicle.
Some who knew his errand shook their
heads; but Bill did not care, and kept Bess in
a canter until the canyon_ w:;,; reached.
It was a bright moonught night, and in that
region the moon, and stars too, shine with un·
common brilliancy, and objects were plaluly
visi t le.
"Look, Bill!" cried Dan in a lo!ld whisper,
as the spectrl!l horseman was seen to ride out
from the shelter of t-IMI roaq·(!gentl' tree, awl
4ash into the canyon.
· ·~· Qo1p9, ~r'
.
-
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Like an arro1111 from the bow the splendid
mare shot away from thl'l stage at the call of
her master, and began to gain upon the spirit
horseman.
·
But only for an Instant, II.I looking back the
111ble~lad rider discovered his pursuer, and
away went the white steed.
"Come, Bess, don't let the spirit outrun
you," cried Bill, and the noble beast strained
herself to her utmost and began steadily to
gain.

Then the !lable arms of the rider were seen
to rise and fall in the moonlight, and once or
twice Bill caught the keen chirp of a deseending lash.
At the end of the C8Dy<'n the white steed
was not fifty lengths in advance, but suddenly
wheeled off to the left.
"Follow him, Bess," said Bill, as though
addressing a dog, and although the white steed
bad disappeared from ~igbt, the instinct of the
pursuing animal led her hot on her trail into
the dark forest.
Without touching the re!n Bill allowed Bess
to go ou her own way, 1md soon the white steed
came in sight again.
. .
Out of the forest upon an open plat~au went
pursuer and pursued, and then Bill salV he WWI
only twenty lengths away, and the ritler WWI
seen to be lashing his horse merc;!lessly.
".Aha, sir Spirit of the CanyoD;)'ou'vE got a
good horse to play ghost with, but you cl1d'J.'t
know Bonny Bess was in thlli part of. the Otr."·
try,'' and then raisiDg his voice he called ~
in a loud tone:
"Halt!"
But on the Spirit o! the Canyon sped.
" Then take the consequences," mutter~
Bill, and his pistol flashed as he spoke.
At his shot the white steed gave a bound
Into the air, stagg~ed forward a few paces,
aud fell at the Yery brink of a precipice, overhau giDg a mountain stream.
Down went his rider, and Jay motionless,
1md springing to the grouud WI he drew up,
Bill beut over him.
.
·
It was apparently a youth, of eighteen
per haps, with a slender form clad iD black, and
weariug a belt of a1·ms.
He seemed dazed by the fall, but soon recovered n:id looked Bill in the face, while be
81lid quietly:
"Well, do you intend to hang me, toot"
"Hang yout Why should Ii"
"You hung Captain Kirk."
"Not I; I was not on tbe road then, if y ou
m ean the road-agent chief the Vigilantes
1t.ruug up."
" Y es, I mean Ed Kirk, my 'husband."
"Your husbandt" asked Bill, in great surprise.
· ''Yee, be wrote another name than his own
~ a olulck. tied t.o Pep ou' c:it prison, wea*

from bad to worst ax.d I followed him, for J
loved him.
" To revenge bis death, by scaring all who
travel these mountains at night, I have been
playiDg ghost; ·but you are a brave man to
follow me."
"Thank you; I am not so blr; a fool about
spooks and spirits WI the others, perhaps; but
what do you wish- to dof'
"I don't know, and I don't care; I Un
near here in a ca.v~ and only wish to be let
alone."
"You shall have your wish; but I advise
you not to play ghost any more."
"I won't; good-night."
" Good-night!" a.nd Bill mounted Bess and
rode on after the stage.
But, pitying the woman he did not tell or
his adventure, and when the i:; ~yt night he
drove along the road, he failed tosee the Spirit
of the Canyon.
Some few weeks after, however, he was
bailed by a pedestrian, and the slender .torm
of the woman clambered to a seat by his 61.de
on the box.
"Well, we meet agaiDf" said Bill.
"Yes, I am going East to my home. for 1
would go mad living here without poor Ed."
•• Well, you want some moneyi" half-queried
Bill.
"Oh, no; Ed made plenty while he lived,
for you forget he was Captain Kirk, the roadagent.''
".Ah, yes," assented Bill, and he drove on;
but at the next station he parted with the
strange, lonely woman, never -to meet her
again.
CHAPTER ' VIL
BILL BECOMES AN JNDIAN·ll'IGHTER.
FROM the lower Overland route Bill grad11°
ally drifted north ward, and w bile still driving

stage, bad some serious adventures with Indians who had become very troublesome a.loni
thB whole line of road.
On one occasion a band of sixty .red-sld.ns .
"jumped" the stage just as it had crossed a
small stream, and left the prairie, prepar$tory to ascending the foot-hills to the station,
distant some eight miles.
.At a glance Bill saw that he could not make
It up the bill, and he wheeled his team of six
horses short round and recrossing the stream,
dashed out upon the open prairie.
•
The horses were good runners and wt>nt like
the very wind, and keeping them on a str11:ight
course, he turned and raised his rifle, and fired
at the nearest Indian.
Down dropped the red-skin, and B second shot
sent down a mustang.
..1
Hut this was only two out of sixty, and Bm

'knew that bii team oould QOt ltlmd the kill-
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big paoe at which they- ~re going nry mttch
longer, and decided to use strategy.
Making a circuit to the right, as if t.o avoid
a long aqd deep ravine in the prairie, he knew
the Indians would_ head so as to cut him olf,
~d he held on, seeing that they did so, until
lie got them away from behind him.
Then to the right about went his team, and
upon the horses the lash fell, as they headed
~ck for the foot-hills.
The Indians seeing that they were cleverly
fooled, at once put !or the creek at full speed.
llut their horses seemed to be fatigued, and
JIDly about a dozen drew away from the main
\ot, ~ll theae/Bill knew they must break
"1rough, ao he Called out to the passeniers to
be ready for ·& e .:iharge.
Right on the !.lanks of the 11~ream the redskins charged upon the stage, and with hls
reins under his feet, a revolver in each band
and yells at his ho~ :ilill dashed into th~
1trealn.
There were wild yells, ap~8.9hing of water,
• fearful swaying of the stage, snorting of
horses, and the rattle of fue-6.:ms, and the
coach had dashed through and w.:s npon the
llill-road with the red-skins behind, .ind ha.11a-dozeu of them dead, and as many miu;ta.ngs
badly wounded, floundering In the water.
'
But Bill had been twice slightly wounded
one of his horses was shot in the neck, and i~
the stage, which bad been fairly riddled with
arrows, many of which still stuck in it, lay
three dead men, passengers, while the other
two did not escape scathless.
Back at 'the still pursuing red-skins Bill
l>pened with his rtfle as the stage team, nearly
tired out, climbed the bill, and thus kept them
at bay. until a party of mounted men, hearing
the flrmg, came out from the station and put
them to flight.
This daring gantlet of death, rnn with a
~am of six horses and a stage coach added
great~ to Bill's already famous name 'on the
border, and caused him to be made captain of
a company of drivers, stock - tenders, and
Pouy Express Riders, that were raised to fight
the Indians, for, while they were on the war1mth ~he stages had to be laid by, as all along
lhe line the greatest depredations had been
committea, Pony Rtders killed, and many valD!lble horses belonging to the Overland Complny had been run o1f.
Mounting and arming his men Bill started
on the trail of the Indians, followed it to the
Powder river, then to Crazy Woman's Fork
• stream that is frozen all winter and no streaU:
at all in the dry summer, where it was found
that all the r~ding bands h~ coD&Q4dated.

-
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CRAFTER VIIL
BILL'S BED TB.A.IL.
WHEN the party under Bill's command di&
covered that the Indian bands had united, almost to a man they were unanimous la their
desire to put back, as they did not number but
a few over half-a-hundred horsemen while lt
was evident that tha red-skins numbered over
three hundred warrior&.
But Bill promptly said:
"Pards, we have oome here t.o punish the
Indians, who have stolen the stock of: tbe
Overland, thus stopping the running of coaches
and the Pony Riders, and we are going t.o do
it, and recapture our horses, besides giving the
reds a lesson that will last them."
Some argued that they would all be massacred, and Bill cut this argument short by
threatening to kill any man or men, who
turned the heads of their horses homeward
without his order&.
All knew Bill, a11d preferred to take their
chances against the Indians to certain death at
his hands, and the DUU'Ch was begun once
more.
Arriving in trlght of the smoke o.f the Indian
camp on Clear Cteek, :ant called a halt, to rest
his men and horses, and went on a scout alone.
After several hours he returned, ordered hi&
men to mount, to fight only with their re- _
volvers, and follow him.
He had already foiind, oi1 bis scout, where
the corral of horses was, and sent a few men
to that point, while, with the remainder he
charged directly into tae Indian camp, the
pickets not seeing their foes until they were
upon them. and little dreaming they were
pursued, as they knew therq were no soldiers
in the country, and dreaded not an attack from
the employee of the Overland.
As the amazed and frightened Indiana
rushed out of their tepees, they were shot
down without mercy, and the fight soon became a perfect slaughter, and a few only escaped in the darkness to the forests and hills,
leaving their village in the possession of the
victorious whites, who, besides recapturing all
of the stock of the Overland Company, took
several hundred Indian ponies, which were
safely taken back to the stations, where they
became the property of their captors, and
were gambled olf again and again, until nearly
every man of the expedition had been the
possessor, at least for a. few minutaa, of every
one of the mustangs.
This successful expedition, in which the ·redskins suffered so fearfully, was called Wild
Bill's Red Trail, and added new laurels to bi1
name, ~eadv 89 famous for dl*iB ot dellDlll'&tt
darin
, !
·r
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CHAPI'ER IX.
.A. DEATH STRUGGLE.

l!IRoRTLT after nis red trail raid against the
~ditms, Bill severed his connection with the
Uvezh.na Stage Company, and oocame Brigade
Wagon Master of a train of "Prairie
Schooner&" belonging to Russell, Majors and
Waddell, ar.d bis line was t o be between Santa
Fe, New Mexico, 1md Independence, Missouri.
While on this ""Oad Bill m ot v.ith an adventure that was as sarious as any he had known
In the past. and wbi...h nearly cost him his
lHe.
It was not with renegade, desperado or red1kin that he was to grapPie this time, but with
a monarch of the mountaif.11, " huge cinnamon
.
~ar.
Bill had ridden on ahead of the wagon trail
a few miles, and discovered iii f:r()nt of him on
the trail a tremendous bear with her two
cubs.
Instead of seeking safety in fiigbt, Mrs.
Bruin at once showed a maternal solicittide for
her young, and a desire to contest the right ot
way with the bold horseman.
Bill knew that the cinnamon bear was even
more dangerous than tbe grizzly, and yet he
determined to attack that bear and kill it Qefore the train came along.
Re bad with him his two revolvers and
huge 6owie-knife, and felt no dread of the result, and rode nearer to the animal to get a
good shot, when, with a _.savage growl the
brute showed her intention to force the fighting.
But bis horse, alarmed at her charge WJd
fierce growling, wheele.i to fly, when checked
11uddenly by Bill, he sprung into the airr and
falling backward, but for the agility of his
rider, who caught on his feet, would have fallen upon him.
Unable to remount his horse, that sel'Elmbled
to his feet and dashed a.way, Bill turned to
meet his savage foe, and firing, struck the
brute squarely in the head, but the bullet
glanced, and only served to enrage her more.
Bill, however, nothing daunted, fired a
second shot, and again hit the brute in the
head, but, as all old hunters know1 the skull of
11 cinnamon bear is almost impernous to a bullet.
This second shot made the- bear mad with
fttry, and she sprung at her enemy, who fl.red
a ihird shot that broke the bone of her fore·
leg, as he had aimed to do.
But the bear reared on her hind legs, and
grappled with the brave hunter, who would
not Hy, and a most desperate encounter followed, Bill ~ending another shot into her, and
~hen seizing his bowie, and driving it with the
tull force of his iron arm into the huge bod;r
~ the animal.
B!lli tbe be..- bad ii~ bflfD idle ~ JVltijf,

"·

for she bad lacerated hfe 1honlder with her
teeth, and broken his left arm with one. blow
of her unwounded fore paw, while the cl&Wll
'
seamed his brO&d breast witb gashes.
But Bill never wavered, and again and again
drove the knife bome to the hilt, standing
boldly up ~o the combat, end the blood ot both
man and beast reddening the earth.
At length a blow from the brute knocked
Bill down, and in an instant she was on top of
him, and his left arm was grasped in her teet.h.
"Chew a.way, old lady, for this is the arm
that does the work," shouted Bill, and be again
drove his ·knife ·t o the hilt, and fortunately
this time touched the heart, the only vita.I
spot, hunters in the Rocky Mountains say, in
a. cinnamon or grizzly bear.
It was Bill's last stroke, as be fell upon the
body of t~e brute he had slain,.-fa.intlng from
loss of blood, and there his comrades found
him when they came up in search of him, having hastened on from the fact of his horse
coming back riderless to the train.
One of the wagon drivers had been a physician in early life, and Bill was put on a soft
paJlet in one of the vehicles, and this man
dressed his wounds, and he ' was hauled to
Santa Fe, where an army surgeon took charge
of him.
But it was long months before be was himself again, and the scars he received in that
desperate encounter, he carried to his grave
with J:;im, es he did also its remembrance with
painful vividness.

CHAPTER X.
WINNING THE TITLE OF ''WILD :BILL. 11

WHEN Bill got well enough to resume work,
he again went on the road wi~h Mesffs. Russell,
llfajors and Waddell, until tiring of slow train
life, he left that service and went as Pony Express rider in Western Kansas.
Bill's ride was over a most dangerous and
lonely piece of road, and at Rock Crook was
ilis laying-off station, where the company had
e!ltablished a relay of horses, and put in charge
of them a borderma.n by the name of Doc
Mills, who always had for the Pony Rider a
good meal upon his arrival after his long ride.
The station was a log hut of one room, and
in this they slept, cooked end ate in bad weather, and in fair weather preferred to rough it
outside.
it had a door, no window, and in fa~t was,
In Western parlance, little more than a '·' d~
out."
Near the cabin were the stables, built of
1to'ut logs, and which were secure against an
entrance of thieves, without a great deal o1
difilculty.
'fbe nearest neighbor to this lonely ranllh
was five miles away, where dwelt an old, it!aerani panollt wbo wu ID the habi$ Q1

preac•

\\tnd

am,

the Pistol ~Ce.

fDg when he could geh few people together to
listen to him.
Then, thirteen miles distant was a . place
known WI the McCandless Ranch, where dwelt
four brothers of that name, who were noted
desperadoes.
This quartette of worthies one day, from
1ome fancied wrong done them by the old pareon, arrested him, bound him, and with a lariat
around his neck, were taking him with them
and threatening to hang.
As they p11Ssed the relay station Bill happened to be in, while D oe Mills, his comrade,
had ·gone up the creek fishing.
Seeing the old man in trouble it excited Bill's
eympathy, and he told the McCandless boys
to release him; but they not only refused, but
told Bill they would treat him worse than that
eome day.
" When you want me you'll find me," retorted Bill, and the quartette rode on with
their prisoner.
Not liking the thi:eat of the gang, and knowing they wabted to get the horses, if they
could, Bill went into the cabin, and looked over
his weapons, after which he locked up the stock
and aw~ited the return of the party who had
threatened him.
Doc Mills remained absent all the morning,
and it was in the afternoon that Bill spied the
McCandless quartette, accompanied by six
more men as a reinforcement.
Finding the stable locked, they called to Bill
to unlock it, and received a reply not at all
ccmplimentary to them, and they at once set
t;o work to break in the door.
Bill warned them otf, under pain or death;
but, unheeding him, they raised a. huge log,
carried it with great force against the door of
the log cabin, and in it was smashed.
Bill had stepped to the back of the dug-out,
with a table before him, upon which lay his revolvers and bowie-knife,. while in his hand he
held a Mississippi yager, ready to fire.
The eleler McCandless, the . leader, sprung
into thil cabin first, a revolver in his hand, and
tell dead on the threshold.
Dropping the yager, Bill seized his revolvers,
and before his assailants could reach him laid
three more of them dead before him.
The remaining sU: now rushed en masse upon
him, and instantly the fiercest fight of a single
man against overwhelming·numbers on r~cord
began.
Bill fired with a revolver in one hand, and
cut and slashed with his bowie-knife in the
other, whiie the gang were equally as active,
yet, having but one person to worknpon, their
lhots and cuts were not as effective.
At one time Bill was down, and one of the
McCandless boys sprung on him to finish him,
whon he aot a bullet in his brain, and the d.,._
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perate Pony Rider was again upon bis feet, doing fearful work with his te;rible knife.
Four men of the ten now remained, and
two of these being badly wounded, they bea*
a hasty retreat from before the fearful being
they bad roused in fury, and he tottering from
loss of blood, but game to the bitter end, followed them, nnd shot one as he mounted hil
horse, and, wrth a rifle wrested from Doc Mil!er, who just then came up, gave another a
death wound, for he died ofter reaching t'he
hamlet of Manhattan, some miles distant.
As his foes d11Shed away Bill sunk nnconscions upon the . ground, just as the Western·
bound stage rolled up filled with passengers,
among whom fortunately was an army sur.
geon, that '.l.t once set to work to try and sav~
the .border hero, while the others gazed arournl
them with horror upon the blood-stain!!(
ground and sickening scene, for six men lay
dead in the cabin aud one a short distance
away outsid>i of the door.
. It was a long time ere Bill was resuscitated,
and no wonder, for the surgeon found upon
him a fracture of the frontal bone of the skull,
three fearful cuts in his broad chest, a knife ,.;
through his left arm, four bullet wounds in his
body, two in the lower part of his right leg,
a gash in his cheek, and several cuts in his
scalp, and other wounds which he called
scratcbes.
For .this desperate affray, in which one man
whipped ten desperadoes, killing eight of them,
the title of "Wild Bill" was best.owed upon
the famous borderman, wh<J was unfitted for
service for twelve long months. But few other ,
men could have survived such fearful injuries
as he received, or come out of an encounter so
deadly.
CHAPTER Xl.
THE PONY EXPRESS RIDER'S RESOUE.

1·

WHILE Wild Bill, as he is now known to the
reader, was riding Pony Express, he had an·
other fearful encciunter against desperate odds,
which I may as well make Jmowu here.
A stock-tender whom wild Bill was very
much attached to, had been placed in charge of
one of the most isolated stations on the road,
and seeing bis solitude the Pony Rider said ~o
him:
"Dick, you ought to get married, and then
you would have company in your lonely
home."
" I'd do it in a minute, Bill, If I could get
off du~y to go after a girl I am engaged to,"
declared the stoclr-tender_
"Obi I'll arrange that for you," was Bil1'1
ret,lY as he bounded upon the back of a fresh
llorse and dashed away.
And arrange it he did. for shortl7 after an
"extra " came to tb.e relay 1tation to tau
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for a week or two, while Dick Talbot
went after bis wif..
And back to the solitu<ie of the prairie came
the young wife with her husband, and they
made themselves as comfortable as the circum1tances would admit of in that far-away border cabin home.
The maiden whom Dick the stock-tender
bad married, was a pretty, auburn-haired girl
of eighteen, and she was very glad to prepara
a m11al for Wild Bill, the handsome Pony Express Rider, who each day paid their humble
home such a flying visit, as he sped like the
wind 'Upon his run of seventy-five miles.
When approaching the station, to warn the
.tock-tender to have a fresh horse ready, it was
the custom of the P ony -Riders to play a few
notes on the bngle, while flying along at full
speed.
One day, as Wild Bill neared the station, be
put the small -bugle he wore to his lips, and
blew a few ringing notes.
But upon dashing up to the door be saw no
ho1-se awaiting him, and four strange animals
saddled and bridled, and waiting hitched not
tar away.
At the same time he heard a cry from with·
In the cabin, in the voice of the stook-te•der's
wife:
"Help! Billi Help! for the love of God!"
Wild Bill was no man to tarry when a wo111an called for help, and springing from his
horse and drawing a revolver he dashed toward the cabin, at the door of which Jay the
body of the stock-tender, and with a bullet
wound in bis head.
Just then a man was coming out, and seei~g
Wild Bill fired npon him and missed him,
while the next minute he fell under the return
fire.
Springing over the dead bodies of the stocktender, and man he had just slain, Bill sprung
into the house, to find the young bride struggling in the grasp of two men, who were try·
Ang to stop her cries, and to do which, one bad
nised bis revolver to strike her in the head,
when a shot broke bis ann, and he, with his
oomrade, an~ another villain that came out of
an adjoining room, loaded down with booty,
rushed upon the daring man who had come to
,
the woru11n's rescue.
There was a rapid exchange of shots, Wild
Bi11 firing with lightning .rapidity; and dropping two of the men, while the third, the one
lte had before wounded in the arm, rushed for
the door.
Wild Bill sprung after him, but with a cry
the frightened woman threw her arms arouud
him ~d began to shriek in terror, and ln pity
of 1ier sorrow, 1utferings, and fright, he remained to 100tbe her, and one of tile five es•pad with his life.
WOil Bill remained with ~ poor :roan&
~

bride-widow tmtil the stage came along, and
then monnting a fresh horse dashed on bir
way, and arrived at the end of his long ride
just on time, though he made his h01'8e8 suft'er
to do it.
This exploit, which got at once noised abo!A
the frontier, and along the overland trails,
added titill more to the name of Wild Bill, and
caused him to be greatly feared by all the desperadoes in that part of the country, for they
looked upon him as bearing a charmed life.
CHAPTER XIL
WILD BILL'S DUXL WITH A GAllBLEB. ·
SHORTLY after his last fierce combat, when
he went to the rescue of the wife of the stocktender, Wild Bill gave up Pony Express Riding,
to take charge of a Government wagon train
bonnd to Springfield with supplies for the
United States Army, for the civil war in
America, bad just hegun.
Upon this trip Buffalo Bill, then a youth in
years, accompaniea him as assistant wagonmaster, and they ran the train into Springfield
in safety, and then the two Bills, both splendid
specimena of border heroes, went to St. Louis
together, where they lost all their mone~ttirg
on a horse-race.
This financial "bu'st np" caused Buffalo Bill
to return to Kansas, while Wild Bill went to
the military bead-quarters in St. Louis, where
be readily secured a position as Government
Scout, and was se&t to Springfield.
It WllB not long before be rendered the
Government most valuable service, in the
capacity of a scout, as be frequently boldly
entered the Confederate lines as a spy, and _
obtained information he could not have gotten
otberwiRe.
Upon bis return from one of these bold venturP.S one night, Wild Bill was paid otf by the
Government, and going to a gambling-saloon,
was inveigled into a game of cards with a desperate character.
Wild Bill won the game, and a watch from
his adversary, which the latter refused to give
up.
Bill demanded it, and said he bad to report
at nine o'clock the following morDing at mm.
tary bead-quarters, and intended carrying th•
watch be had won.
His adversary; whose Dame was Dave Tritt,
said he had to report at the same time, and
would himself ~y the watch.
This was equivalent to a challenge to a street
duel, and Bill said no more; but promptly the
next morning he was on the square, and soon
after Dave Tritt appear~.
.All knowing of the intended meeting had
attended, and, as the two men boldly advanced
toward each other the crowd fell back to a
f<>Sition of safety.
I Dave Tritt first drew his revolvv, and e&n7•
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Ing ft In his hand advanced at a rapid walk,
the other hand being upon ihe chaiu to which
the watch was nttached.
·
As Wild Bill advanced, calm and dignified,
not yet having drawn his revolver, Tritt sud·
denly raised bis weapon and fired, missing Bill,
but only by an Inch.
Wild Bill, as quick as a flash of light, then
drew his weapon and throwing forward his
hand, pulled the trigger.
His aim, as usual, was true and deadly, for
the bullet struck Dave Tritt squarely In the
forehead, and he dropped dead.
Wild Bill walked coolly up to him, toolloo,tbe
watch from his pocket, placed it in his own,
and going over to where a crowd· of Tritt's
friends stood, greatly excited, said in his quie~
way:
r
"Gentlemen, do any of you desire totnke
up this quarrel where Mr. Tritt bas left it otr1"
Not a soul answered,- a.ad Wild Bill then
walked over to the military head-quarters and
reported for duty, as though nothing had
OCCl :irred to mar bis morning's enjoymen~

CHAPTER XIII.
WILD BILL AS A SPY.

Ac Int the Confederates seemed not to 11D<
derstand what was their intention; but llJl
officer called out:
•
"They are desertenr, escaping to the Union
lines I Fire on them I"
·
Volleys of pistol-shots were then turned upon
them, and then followed a diacharge of mUBketry.
I
At the same time a company of cavq.lry
boldly dashed In pursuit, and the wild rid11
commence>d.
· s eeing that the two horsemen In advance
were fugitives, the F ederals opened a bot fire
upon the Confederates, who turned their caJ.'o
bines upon Wild Bill and Trickett, and the
latter was seen to throw up his arms ·o.nd wave
them wildly in the air.
Wild Bill immediately dashed up to bis side
and endeavored to support him in the saddle;
but he could not do so, and Trickett fell from
his horse, and once more the daring prairieman
sped on, and his splendid animal cleared a wide
ditch with a mighty bound.
But it wa.s the last effort of the gallant steed,
for another volley from the Confederate CllJ.'o
bines, and he fell dead, hurling his rider to the
ground.
In an instant Wild Bill was upon his feet
and flying with the speed of a deer toward the
Union lines, just as a squadron of cavalry
dashed out to succor him.
Instantly then Wild Bill halted, wheeled
and threw forward bis deadly revolver, leveling i~ at a. Confederate officer who was far in
advance of his men.
With the r eport the officer fell forward on
the neck of his horse, and the animal shying
one side, he dropped to the ground, but wu
dead ere he touched it.
The next moment Wild Bill was safe in the
Federal Jines, and bis secret information was
given to General Curtis; but that night, at the
risk of his own life, be crept back to the spot
where Trickett ban fallen and brought his body
into camp and buried it on the side of a small
1tream.

'Jl'TER a sgort stay at army head-quarters,
W11, . Bill rode away one morning bound on a
most ~rilous mission, which was no more or
Jes~ than to join the Confederate forces, as a
pretended volunteer, and act as a spy.
He was joined on the way by another Union
ecout, an old friend of Bill's, and a gallant
fellow, and the two comrades entered the lines
at a given point, and boldly enlisted as soldiers
In the .army of General Price, who was -t.hen
o¥eratiug against General Curtis with a Federal
force.
·By constant watcbfulneSll and investigation,
Wild Bill and Trickett, his spy companion,
gained most valuable information regarding
the movements of the Confederatei<, !Uld finding
that it was important to commudcate at once
wtth General Curtis, they looked about for a
means of escape into the Union lines.
But the two armies were facing each other
CHAPTER XIV.
In line of battle, and the heavy guns were
firing, and by no means was it an easy task to
SENTENCED TO ~EATJL
RA.vurd met with such dOO'ided success, even
gain the Union forces.
But sull.denly Wild Bill, who had joined the at such fearful personal risks, in his former
expedition as a spy, the general to whose comcavalry, said to bis comrade:
"Trickett,/We must make a break now or mand Will Bi1'1 was attached suggested anoteer
never I You have a copy of my dispatches, so trip into the Confed erate lines.
Will Bill consented, though well knowing his
let us start and make a bold ride for it, and
danger, as on the former occasion he had beone of us will get4brough."
Trickett seemed to shrink from the fearful come pretty•well known to the Confederate•
risk; but Wild Bill was determined, and the during his sta y of several weeks; but he d&tivo spies, wen mounted, started a.long the termin ed to go in disguise, and accorrlingly
lines, as if carrying dispatches, and then sud- watched his opportunity. He received a back·
denly wheeled and bounded their h.orses over woods j eans suit, much the worse for wear, an
the breastworb and beaded stra.igb.t for tile antiquated jackass and revolutionary muske•
from aa old ne~o, and thUI equipped and
11nioa 11rm1-.
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IYOUDted, he rode boldly for the lines of the
Southern ar.y.
He was received as just what he represented
hlmselt, a backwoodsman of the greenest kind,
and easily persuaded to enlist, the Confederate
soldiers having a great deal of amusement over
his supposed verdancy.
But there was one among the Southerners
wbo "knew Bill well, and his keen eyes heel.detected something familiar under the disguise
of the pretended backwoodsman, and he deter.
mint><! to keep an eye on him, for he had witnessed the daring escape of the spy on the
former occasion of his coming into the lines.
At length be felt convinced of his man, informed an officer, and all of a sudden a score
of guns covered the spy, and he was told to
aurrender, for hll was known.
Wild Bill very calmly submitted, for it
would be Instant death to do otherwise, and be
Wll8 at once bound securely and imprisoned
11ntil a court-martial tried him as a spy.
There was ample evidence to convict hlm,
once the disguise WI!!! otr, for many recognized
him, and the sentence of death by hanging waa
passed upon him.
Wild Bill was perfectly cool throughout, for
his was a nature that never gave UP' hope while
life lasted, and he set about planning an escape
to the Union lines, which be knew wei'e not far
away.
'Ibe night before the day appointed for his
execution was one of fearful storm, and the
sentinel guar1ling Wild Bill shrunk under the
eaves of the log cabin in which the prisoner
was confined to shelter himseU from the wind
and rein.
Bill was within the little but, his hands tied
tightly behind him and watching with •
hawk's eye the movements of the sentinel
During the day he bad, In scanning the
prison, noticed an old case-knife in a chink in
the logs, and now he arose, turned his back,
and grasped it.
F eeling around ln the darkness he at last
found a knot-bole in a log, and into this pushed
the handle of the knife and began to slowly rub
the stout cords that bonnd him against the blade.
The blade was dull, the ropes hard, and it
was slow work; but at last the friction severed
them, and Wild Bill felt his hands were tree.
The sentinel still shrunk back nnder the projecting roof, and, looking out through the
crevices, Bill saw that he was near the door,
and called to him to oome in and give him •
drink ot water.
Lazily the sentinel obeyed, for the door was
futened on the outside, and as he stepped with·
in his throat was aeized In a gripe of iron, ai::d
a flt>rce struggle ensued.
Unable to cry ont with the gripe of steel
Upon hi$ throat, the eentinel fought with des~t.iOGt bui Wild Bill waa the more power-

I tu! of the two, and at last drove, flie case-knife,

which had so well served him before, deep into
the heart of his foe.
T.hat ended the strnggle, and taking the
man'I overcoat, bat and musket, Wild Bill at
once left the Confederate camp, and in the
darkness and storm made good his escape int.ii
the Union lines.
CHAPTER XV.
.A. llIOUX CHIEF'S TREACHERY.

Arnrn the most arduous setvice in the army,
Wild Bill wa~ ordered to go and investigate the
truth of a report, brought in to General Curtis, by Conquering Bear, a Sioux chief, to the
ei!ect that a large force of Choctaw and Cbero·
kee Indians were preparing to have a general
massacre of the whites in eastern Kansas.
" rn go back with Conquering Bear, gen
.e ral, and see whether he lies like a book-agent,
or tells the.truth, and if I do not report within
a week write my obituary," said Wild Bill
"I'll send what men you need with you,
Bill."

•

"No, general, Bear and myself will go par<b
on this trip, and if he deceives me, his hair or
mine gets lifted."
•
That night Wild Bill and the Indian chlef
started together, and first went to the Sioux
camp, where they remained a short time, and
then, as darkness was coming on, they departed for the camp of the Cherokee and Choctaw Indians, which Conquering Bear bad said
were preparing for a general massacre.
Bill desired to fiud their camps, see bow the
land lay, and then return with what impressions be had formed, so that General Curtia
could take steps accordingly.
•
Suddenly, as the chief and Wild Bill were
riding along in the darkness, Conquering Bear
gave a wild war-whoop, and instantly dashed
into the forest, just as a score of Choctaws surrounded the scout.
•
In an instant Bill saw how be bad been
trapped by the wily Sioux; but be did not stop
to consider just then, and at once set his two
revolvers going like a talking machine.
His mare, Black Nell, which he had cap.
tured from a bushwhacker whom he had
killed, bounded forward at the word, and in
the darkness and confusion, for they could not
tell friend from foe, the scout managed to et·
cape, his usual good fortune not deserting him,
and the Indians were compelled to give up the
pursuit, besides mourning ,.ihe loss of three
of their warriors killed, w!'lie· their foe wu
l},Dinjured.
Bill promptly returned to General Curtis,
and reported the treachery of the Sioux, and
asked for a leave tor a week or two, which
was readily granted.
Raving made his arrangement& Bill started
M OD bia trail ol Tl'n&eance, and Wldeni&Ddo
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Ing the Sioux tongue gained the confidence
of a young warrior, who, for a consideration,
agreed to arrange a meeting lletween Conquering Bear and the scout, who was of course
not t;o be known t;o the chief.
Expecting to meet a trader, as the warrior
bad so told him, Conquering Bear went to the
appointed spot, accompanied by his red companion, when suddenly they were confronted
by Wild Bn who held the drop on the chief,
while he smiled pleasantly and said:
"I won't detain you long, Conquering Bear;
but you owe me a little debt I am going to
collect just here.
" You can pay it with either one of my re·
volvers, which I will lend you, or your knife,
and we'll go to work at once."
The Indian at once saw that he was entrapped and bent a roowling look upon the
young warrior, who aaid:
"Conquering Bear great chief; me thought
he want white trailer scalp."
"He doubtle11s doe~, 'only he wanted to take
It in his own treacherous way; well, Bear,
which shall it be, knife or revolverf"
Conquering Bear chose the knife, and Wild
Bill at once laid aside his revolvers.
The Indian then advanced and Wild Bill
met him with his blade and the fight_ began
with fearful ferocity.
Conquering Bear was a larger man than
Bill, although the la~ter was six feet two in·
ohes, and Wf'igbed over two hundred pounds,
and consequently they were well matched.
It was a hot, savage fight, and the iron
liands of each held his blade so firmly against
'he other's, that it was impossible to get a
thrust home, while their left bands were holdIng Lhe throat ot. eacll other with the tenacity
of a bull-dog.
Now and then a sudden change would be
made, and then wounds of a slight nature
would be received by each.
But at last Wild Bill, tiring of the fight and
wishing to end it, left his bteest unguarded purposely, and the Indian was quick to take advantage, and made a fierce thrust, which the
scout caught on his ar~, the blade burying itr
lelf in the flesh.
With bis knife thus sheathed the Indian was
at the mercy of Wild Bill, who drove his own
. keen blade deep down into the neck of his adversary, who, with a wild death-cry sunk
apon the blood-stained ground.
As Bill bent over his foe to take his scalp, he
JDddenly beheld the young warrior seize his
belt of anus and heard the words:
"Me want~ white oWel amr; me p
him."
"I gaess yon can llan 9N, lnjun1 what
ahall I dof' quietly said Wild Bill, as he saw
Ilia own nvolven pointed directlJ' at him.
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"Go to Blome camp, and me be great chief,•
was the reply.
" You'll never get there in good health redskin," muttered Wild Bill, as be · proi::iptly
turned and set o1f in the direction of the
camp.
But ere they had gone ten pace1 the young
warrior lowered his revolver, and quicker
than a flash Wild Bill wheeled and fired with 11
Derringer he carried in his hunting ahii-t, and
his captor dropped, a bullet through hi8 heart.
Taking his scalp, and placing It with that of
Conquering Bear, Wild Bill quickly bound up
bis wounds as well as he could, and_mounting
Black Nell rode for the nearest town &S rapidly
as his mare could go and was soon In the care
of a surgeon, and the report of. bis duel with
Conquering Bear, and his revenge for his·
treachery, spread like wildftn, and It soon became known that some of the scout's enemi~
had paid the chief to put him to dee.th.

WILD
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CHAPTER XVI.
BILI}S INDIAN SWEETHEART,

AMONG the Siouxs there was a young chief
whom Wild Bill had once befriended, and who
was an intelligent Indian and greatly attached
to the scout.
'
Meeting him soon after the duel with Conquering Bear, this young chief, whom Bill
called Captain Joe, told his pale-face friend
that there was splendid trapring upon the
Niobrara river and the adjacent streams, and
~!though the Sioux bunting-grounds were not
far away, and he had only lately killed one of
their ehiefs, he determined to go up there and
trap for the season, for pelts were prime, and
bringing a large price in the market.
Captain Joe had a half sister, for his mother
had married a white hunter after the death
of her Indian husband, who was a great chief,
a maiden of strange beauty and refinement,
for her father had taught her touch, and after
Bill had established himself in a camp on the
Niobrara and set his traps, the Indian and hill
sister paid him a visit one day.
At first sight of the scout the dusky maiden
loved him, and Wild Hill was struck with her
beauty and winning ways, and they became
great friends, and every few days tihe would
go with her brother to the lonely camp and
carry the scout food, and the work of her own
hands, for she made him a hunting-shirt and
leggins, moccasins, belts and other _thinga
which she forced him to accept.
At last, as spring drew near, Wild Bill bade his two Indian friends farewell, and a sad
partina Ii wu for poor M..,.. the Indian
makl,;n, and loading M.--1 Indian poniea
dowu with hi. P"'fta, Ii. Mt out tor Missouri.
Feelin~ that ehe was deserted by Wild Bill
wb.om ab.e felt did not love har, tholl,ih b.e had
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"No -stranger, pard, comes In tbeee paN
that don't treat the gang all round."
"I was j1Lqt about to ask you all to join mer
but since you demand it, IU see you damned
first," was the cool reply, and pouring out his
liquor Bill raised the glass to his lips, when
the desperado promptly knocked it from his
hand.
Instantly Bill sent bis l'igbt fl.st outward, and
over and over the bully rolled as though a
mule had kicked him.
'!'his was the cQ.S'IU beUi at once, and the
three mends of the desperado instantly drew
their revolvers; but some of the herders wishing to see fair play, called out:
"Hold on, pardsl four ag'in one hain't Nebraska style."
" I don't mind the four, if they come singlehanded," was Bill's quiet response.
"No, we tights four at a time, stranger
pard, so you've got to light out and show y ourselt a coward, or take us in a bunch," said one.
"Very well, only let us have a sqnare deal:
the b!lrtender give the word, and you four gent&
stand in a row ten feet apart, and about fifteen
paces from me."
This bold proposition was listened to with
amazement and delight by the spectators, and
all adjourned outside.
Then Wild Bill insisted that the four desperadoes should put aside all eapons except
the one each. was to use, and that only on!' shot
should be allowed in that, and he would carry
but four in his revolver.
The men took their stands, the crowd retreated to one side, and the umpire bartender
gave the word:
.
"One, two, three, fire!"
At the word t"·o pistols flashed, and Bill
dropped the man on the left, while be received a shot in the right arm, that lmocked
the revolver from his hand, and a second shot
passed over his head ns he stoopec for it.
Seizing it in his left hand, and he was equally as dead a shot with that, he hastily shot the
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man on the left, and then, although strul'k by
A FIVE-HANDED DUEL. '
GOING up into Nebraska on a trapping ex- a bullet in the leg, never missed his uuerring
cursion, Wild Bill one day in Jetferson county, aim, and brought down his other two foes.
Three of the men were dead, shot through
1topped at a wayside tavern, the resort of the
few wayfarers that traveled that wild region, the brain, and the fourth had his jaw broken
and cowboys who lived on the cattle-ranches and is still living.
As for Wild Bill he was at once a hero, and
in the vicinity.
In the saloon of the tavern as he en~red, his wounds were dressed with rude kindness;
were a score of half-drunken men, some of but he did not like the neighborhoc·d, and as
whom were desperadoes of the worst type, and ooon as he was able mounted Black Nell one
night and set out for Kansas City, where the
only longing tor an excuse to get up a tight.
T:,ey did not know Wild Bill by sight, story· of his duel with tqe four desperadoes had
though there was not one among them who already preceded him.
But his wound in the arm reopened; and he
bad not h~ of his wonderful exploits. Bui
he was a strang<ir, and Jh!lt was sufficient for ww. confined to his room for a couple of
a row, and the bully of theoullies at once fas- months, when he joined General · Primrose in
tened hia eyes upon him, and as the IOOUI • ~ march a&ainst Black Kettle, a CbeyeJlDI
-.I.led tar a driDk, lltepped up and l&id:

"er treated her most kindly, the red-skha

maiden married a handso\De young Indian
trader from St. Louis and went with him to
St. Louis to live.
As ill fortune would have it Maree met
Wild Bill in the streets of St. Louis one day,
and all of her love tor nim returning, she
seemed to fairly hate her husband, who became jealous of her, punished her severely in a
It of rage, and set out to kill the scout.
But Wild Bill had gone off suddenly with •
western bound train, not to return for some
time, and the husband had to be content to
nurse his jealous rage until the scout should
get back.
Reme!!lbering how her hushand bad treated
her, and really without cause, loving Wild
Bill more desperately than ever, and fearing
1.hat she would be killed by her jealous lord
and master, Maree determined upon revenge
against the man she bad married, and to save
the lite of the one she loved so madly.
Watching her opportunity she put poison in
her husband's food, and when she saw that it
proved fatal, she fled from St. Louis back to
her people, hoping Wild Bill would lleek her
there.
But in this she was mistaken, and after waiting in vain for his coming for one whole year,
&he went out to the forest, sought a lonely spot
on the banks of a small stream, dug her own
gran with the utmost coolness, and then laying down in it took her own life by driving a
knife, which Bill had given her into her heart.
She bad asked some Indian maidens to seek
her there at sunset, and there, to their horror,
they found her dead, and upon her bospm a
letter which was addressed to the scout.
Her mourning brother, Captain Joe, gave
' the Jetter himself to Wild Bill, who read it
with deep emotion, 'consigned it to the &.mes,
and never made its contents known to any human being.
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oblef that bad lately been commltthlg atrocious
barbarities in Western Kansas.
On the same expedition, by a different line
of march, General Carr went, and Buffalo Bill
was his chief of scouts, while Wild Bill acted
ln the same capacity for General Primrose,
and none doubted but that, with two such heroes, the Cheyennes would be trailed to the
bitter end.
CHAPTER XVIIL
SAVED BY BUFFALO BILL.

.AnER a long trail after the Cheyennes, the
two commands of Generals Carr and Primrose
met and were consolidated, and Buft'alo Bill
was made chief of scouts for the entire command, with "Wild Bill as second chief under
him, and soon after the red-skins were come up
with on the-Wachita river, in the Indian Territory.
Black Kettle had encamped in a strong position near the Antelope Hills, and had fortified
bis village so thoroughly that Buffalo Bill, who
went on a Ecout alone, returned and stated that
It would take desperate fighting to dislodge

him.

.

He had a large force under him, among them
beini:; bands of young bucks from the Arapahoes and Kiowas, who had joined their fortunes with the great Indian genei\al, having
tun confidence in his abilities to outwit and defeat their white enemies.
The battle began by an attack both in the
front and rear, and unexpecting this maneuver,
the red-skins were driven from their outer
Iiues, and being rapidly followed by the soldiers, were pressed back at all points, and the
fight became one of great fierceness.
But the Indians were stubborn, and several
times checked the gallant charge of the cavalry,
until presently Wild Bill and Buffalo Bill
dashed up with their scouts and took the Indians' position and beat them back.
.
Rushing to the spot to rally bis flying warriors, Black Kettle was spied by Wild Bill, who
at once dashed forward to his side.
'
The red chief and scout were both mounted,
and having emptied his revolvers, Wild Bill
110ized Black Kettle by the throat, and in spite
- of his savage resistance, drove bis knife to his
heart, and then tore the scalp·look from bis
head, in the vety midst of his warriors.
But Wild Bill whs wounded in the thigh with
a spearyby the chief, and reeled in bis saddle,
and would have fallen, or been killed by the
warriors pressing around him bot for bis life
and scalp, when, seeing the danger of his old
friend, Buffalo Bill, with his ringing war-cries,
and a revolver in each hand, spurred forward,
opened a lane through the Indian ponies, and
reached the side of Wild Bill.
A few rapid shots, a shout to their horses,
ad 'he 'WO ICOUt.s dashed o~t frQID .amon11

their foes, and were greeted by W:lld oheen
kom tbe soldiers and the scouts, who had seen
their danger and yet been unable to aid them.
Wild Bill was found to be seriously wounded,
the spear-head . having been poisoned, and he
was taken back ro camp, while the soldiers,
pressing on, gained a complete victory, few of
the warriors escaping, and the village of Black
Kettle and the squaws and children falling into
the hands of General Carr.
As his wound, and those be bad received ,i n
bis five·handed duel, and with Conquering
Bear, gave him much trouble, Wild Bill determined to once more go to bis boyhood's home,
from which he had been absent nearly fifteen
years, and there he found a warm welcome
from his family, to the hero of a hundred
fights, who had begun his remarkable career
by entrapping wolves on the banks of the Vermilion Creek when but a little boy.
CHAPTER XTX.
DOING THE COUNTRY A SERVICE.

WHEN Wild Bill fully recovered from his
wounds, he went on a visit to Chicago, where,
being dressed in bQckskiu, he was one night set
upon in a billiard saloon by a party of roughs,
who wished to try his pluck, and with.bis fists
alone he soon showed the gang that they had
waked up the wrong passenger.
Not liking city life Bill returned once more
to the border, and because he aided in ,the capture, at the request of a constable, of a deslJerado by the name of Strawhan, he was threatened with death by that personage.
Bill little dreaded the threat, but hearing that
Strawhan had been released from jail, kept
his eyes open for him, and one night saw
him quietly enter a saloon where he was
atanding at the bar with a pa rty of friends.
A glance showed Bill that his enemy meant
mischief, and without showing that he knew
of his existence he kept hia eye upon him.
The man got a position behind Wild Bill,
and was drawing his revolver to kill him, when
1 with the rapidity of a flash of light the scout
bad his revolver out and Strawhan was a
corpse.
Soon after a desperado of the worst kind, by
the name of Mulloy, started on a rampage
ihrough Hayes City, ran off the officers who
tried to arrestjrlm, and just " took " the town,
and Wild Bill was appealed to to calm ltim.
Bill went up to the rum-maddened man and
said:
.
"Mulloy, come with me. n
" Guess not; while I hold these trumps you
don't win," and the desperado held up his revolvers, covering Bill's head and heart.
Wild Bill never flinched, but said calmly, u
though addressing some one behind Mulloy:
"Boys, don't kill him."
Instauil.:r Mulloy glanced qnickl;r over hll
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the fterce melu, Wild Bill sbot ltrafght hO!b
where he aimed, and three soldiers fell dead,
and three more sunk in their tracks severely
wounded, while seven times wounded himsell,
Wild Bill retreated to Smoky river near by
and swam across.
Here he hid in a thicket, and, though suffering severely from his wounds, which he bandaged as well as he could, remained f or two
CHAPTER XX.
days in a freezing atmOl<phere, and then manA l"IGHT WITH SOLDIERS.
As Wild llill was consid~red the very per- aged to crawl to the ranch of a friend living
tonification of reckles3 courage, the citizens of half-a-dozen miles from Hayes City.
From this friend, Ben Williams by namP.,
Hayes City were moi;e than delighted iu electing him marshal of their town, and looked Wild Bill learned that he had been considered
forward to a sudden improvement in the tone drowned in the river; but as this was uncerof many of its desperadoes, and from the way tain, General Sheridan, who hod heard only
he had begun with the hard characters, there the soldiers' side of the story, md issued an Ol"was every reason to believe that their expecta- der to take him dead or alive.
It was a long time before Bill's wounds
tions would be fully realized.
·
One mile from Hayes City was Fort Hayes, healed, and then, as he knew he would only
where General Sheridan had his head-quarters, have trouble with the military, which he was
and here were coogregated a number of anxious to avoid, he went to the Repuhlinan
10ldiers, who soon took a dislike to the new river, upon a novel expedition, the motive of
marshal, as he did not allow them to "run the which will be given in the following chapter.
town " when they came into it.
Among the soldiers who hated Wild Bill,
CHAPTER XXL
and ·had sworn to get even with him, WBll a
huge sergeant some six feet four inches in
A JJ o v JC L v E NT u RE.
hight, weighing two hundred and thirty pounds,
THE motive that carried Wild Bill to the
and the best man in his regiment in a fight.
Republican was, as I have said, a novel one.
One day the sergeant came into Hayes City for it was to capture a few buffaloes, with
bent on trouble, and ,resorted to the saloon of whjch he intended to proceed to Niagara Falls;
Paddy Welsh, a well-known character, and, where, with Comanche Indians to aid him, he
with the score of soldiers who had accompanied was to give a wild style of entertainment to
him, began to get drunk.
the public, which be thought would pay larg&' As be continued drinking the sergeant got ly for the amusement offered them.
••1rorse and worse,· and soon began to smlL!!h
With three assistants Bill went on his buffalo.
furniture, knock citizens down, and rampage hunt, and found a large herd npon Beaver
generally.
Creek, and at once laid his plans to capture
But Wild Bill In his capacity as City Mar- the six bulls he desired.
shal arrived on the scene and quietly remonThough an expert buffalo killer, he had
strated with the "military terror," as he was never taken any of these animals alive, and his
plan to do so was a strange one.
called.
The response was:
' Mounted well, armed with his rifle and pistols and a number of lassoes, he dasheil into
" What's yer weight, Long Hairf"
" Enough to handle you, sir, if you render the herd, and was soon in their very midst,
It necessary," was the !)001 response.
as they s~ept at full speed over 1h , prairie.
!'Then I'll make it necessary and see," said
Finding that his horse did not work well,
the sergeant, and he made a lick at Bill, which Bill boldly deserted him for the back of a bug-e
the 111.tter warded off, and then followed up bull, that went snorting and plunging on witb
with a blow that sent the sergeant to the floor. rage and fright.
Maddened with rage, he sprung to his feet
His assistants now became 'a larmed for bift
and again fell, from a terrific blow that met safety, and began to dash in among the herd
him squarely in the face.
,
and try to turn them, so as to separate the one
Again he arose, to again get felled, and then Bill rode from the others; but he shouterl:
over a dozen soldiers, at the sight ot their
'' Keep off, all of you, and I'll lasso the whols
.1ergeant being whipped, rushed upon Bill
durned herd."
Loudly he warned them off, hut on they
From his seat on the bull's back be soon
eame, and the next instant the fight began in threw his stout lariats and managed to secure
all its fury.
firmly five more of the herd, and all large,
Pistols were drawn and nsed, billiard cues sbaggy brutes. .
were snapped in twain and made to act u
With their horn• entangled in the las9oel,
el.W.. llDd lmiv• were alashini abou$; but ha and then made tut to the bull he b88trode, t.111

llhoolder, and It was his last act on earth, as
ee,11~ a bullet from his ;Derringer through
hill brain, and the citizens congratulated the
ICOUt on his fine work, thanked him tor doing
$be country a service, and at once unanimously
elected him to the position of marshal of
HayeB Ci_ty.

lhll
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.-ptured bulre.loes were now forced to drop
back from the herd, which swept on, leaving
Wild Bili and his captives behind.
His assistants then came up with his horse,
and the six butfaloes were more firmly secured with .lariats, end hoppled, and then ·
driven, with great difficulty, however, to
Ogallala, and from thence taken by tbe Union
Pacific to Omaha, where they were to await
the coming of Wild Bill, who bad gone after
the rest of his menagerie, the Comanche Indians.
·
In a few weeks he returned with four warri0rs, a large bear and huge monkey, the latter
two animals being pets of the braves, and the
entire party set out for Niagara.
A place was secured to keep the Indians and
butfaloes until the day advertised for the chase,
and tpen they were turned loose in a long inclosure, which was surrounded by an immense
crowd to witness the fun.
At a signal the Comanches not only started
in pursuit, but a number of gentlemen_ who
were visiting the falls, and innumerable dogs,
and it became a lively and interesting sight.
But the crowd, left to contribute or not, as
they pleased, did not come within many hundred dollars of making up expenses, and bills
stared BilZ in the face, until some mischievous
fellow unmuzzled tbe bear and turned him and
the monkey loose, and the very Old Nick was
to pay.
To snm up ell, the bear, the monkey and the
buffaloes were sold, and the showman and his
Comanches started for Kansas, and a wiser and
a sadder man e.fttlr his unfortunate experience, .
Wild Bill went to Abilene, where he was at
once elected marshaL

CHAPTER XXII.
KILLING

A

FRIEND,

WILD BILL had seen hard enough service as
marshal of Hayes City, but Abilene he found
that the iormer place was a paradise to it.
Among the noted characters of Abilene was
a gentleman of the name of Cole, who, a good
enough fellow when sober, was a perfect devil
when he got drunk, and was guilty of all kinds
of acts of mischief and brutality.
One day, accompanied by a pard, who was
also a good fellow when not drinking, · Cole
started up the street on one of his rarilpages,
and Wild Bill, the marshal, and his deputy,
McWilliams, end also his intimate friend,
started to arrest them.
To save bloodshed, McWilliams, knowing
~ell the character of the two men, approached
Cole and begged him to rnbmit quietly, and a
burst of angtor being the response. Wild Bill
drew his revolver and demanded his surrender.
Cole's reply was au instant sboti at Bill, and
McWilliams catching bis arm, the bullet missed
ta nwk. aud tietore the fire <l01JJ4 Ile retuniet

11

be turned the deputy 11uddenly around befOl'l
him.
Just at that moment Wild Bill'• finger
touched the trigger, and bis bullet pierced tm
heart of his friend and deputy marshal, killin1
him instantly.
But not losing his presence of mind at tbiB,
be again ftred at Cole, wbo just then leveled
his revolver a second time at him; and the ball
plowed through his brain.
But the fight did not here end, as Cole's
friend shot at Wild Bill, and with such perfect
aim that bis bullet grazed the scalp; but it wa1
his la.st sh~for Wil Billd opened on bim almost at the same instant, and sent the ball
through his heart.
Then Wild Bill turned to the crowd, 811
though expecting further trouble, but founcl
that the fight had ended, and, as usual, in)!favor.
•
The killing of his friend touched Wild Bill
most deeply, for he had regarded McWilliams
as one of his best friends; but as it WW! a case
of pure accident he could not be blamed for it
in that wild communit:Y;Finding that the two men he had slain left
no means, Bill, with his accustomed generosity, buried them at his own expense, thereby
winning greater favor with the people of Abilene.

CHAPTER

xxin

l'In '!'HOUSAND DOLLAR8 REWARD FOB A.
HEART.

IN ·a fight at Abilene with some harden,
shortly after the etfair in which be had killed
his friend McWilliams, Wild Bill seriously in·
jured one man WQO, ~bile rolling upon his bad
in sutfering, swore to have his life.
After months of illness he recovered, anti
then set about to keep his oath, by getting
around bim a band of desperadoes and otfering
them the reward of five thousand dolla.n for
the heart or scalp of Wild BilL
'- There were many desperate men who longed
to win this reward, and accordinily eight of
the band undertook the job, deiermined to
win.

Their purpose was to catch Bill when all
were together, for they dared uot meet him
when they were alone, and then attack him en

masse.
But they got drunk, one half-way divulged
the plot, and it reached Bill's ears, and they
met OD a railroad train, Be they learned he Wal
going to Topeka.
Finding where they sat, Bill suddenly entered
the car, a revolver in each band, and confront.
ing them, cried out:
" Move an inch to draw a weapon, panll.
and I fire, aad you know I don't wute powder."
Tbey wm flnj]y oa.ugh~ imd ID &\"611-t ~
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for they knew well the man: bnt he gave them
no chant'.e for thought, and continued:
" Thel'e's the door, pards, and the baggage
cal' is next, and you can't g~t 'into it, so move."
'' 'f"ou haint agoin' ter-" begun one.
"I am going to make you leave this car and
at Oneel" was the calm reply.
"But she's runnin' twenty mile a hour."
"AU the same, go!"
·
l'ell -mell they went, for each expected a
1hot, and they knew Bill's unerring aim.
Out of the door, onto the platform, and then
the jump, with Wild Bill following them to
the steps, they took, and on swept the cars,
leaving them to their fate,
Oue of the eight was killed by the fall, and
\he others more or• less wounded, and they at
once gave up their intention to win five thousand dollars by killing Wild Bill, and so toldthe one whe had hired them to do the red work.
. CHAPTER :XXIV.
A RIVAL'S FA.TE.

the friends of Wild Bill was a young
lady in Abilene, who held a very soft spot in
her heart for'the famous Dead Shot Hero, as
he was called by many.
Whether Bill cared for her in return was
never known; but there were many suitors for
her love, and among them one who greatly
feared that Ilikok might become his successful
rival. ,...-To prevent this he one night determined to
pick a quarrel with him -and kill him.
The place found to carry out bis purpose was
e. ball-room, and he went up and claimed the
lady for a set which he declared she had
promised to dance with him, hoping Wild Bill
would resent it.
But instead, Bill simply said he left it with
the lady to decide which she would dance with,
ILild she promptly took his arm.
This so mad~ened the jealous rival that he
dtitermined to still longer bide his time, but
in the end take Bill's life, when he could do
-so without certain death to himself, for he well
knew the marshal's deatily a.iµi,
Business calling Wild Bill to a neighboring
town, the rivii1 followed him there, and finding that he had gone to .a certain restaurant,
thither he went aiso.
Glanciug in at the door he saw Bill seated in an alcove, having just ordered his dinner.
His back was to him, and he felt that at
last his opportunity had come to end the days
of his rival
·
Stepping quickly into the door, he drew a
revolver, and gliding up to Bill, raised his wea-·
pon to fire.
But at that instant, in a glass on the wall,
Bill saw his act, and threw himself npon the
door, and the bullet plowed tbrogp the table
A.HONG
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tn a dir~ line, showing that It would haft
passed through his body had he not moved.
As he dropped under tbe table Bill drew a
revolver end atmost instantly came the sharp
report, aml then the heavy fall of his wouldbe murderer, who ~et the death he would
have brought upon his successful rival, and &Ii
that rival's hands. -_. _ _
CHAPTER XXV.·
AN AVENGER ON BILL'S

TRAIL.

Hayes City again, Wild Bill, in 1870,
was reapµointed to the position of City Mar- I
shal, for the place had not become wholly a
paradise, and was still the resort of many desperate characters who needed firm handling to
keep under, when elated by bad whisky.
He hi ~ been but a short while in town when
he was secretly fired at, and narrowly escaped
with his lJJe.
Bill was dismounted, and his intended assassin well mounted, and hence pursuit was useless and the man escaped.
Again he was fired upon through an open
window, and the marshal's shield, worn over
the left breast, turned the ball, and once more
the would-be assassin escaped.
A third time he was fired upon, and from
an ambush.
He was riding into town, and out of a
thicket came the flash and ring of a rifle.
At the flash the horse threw up his head and
caught the bullet in his brain, thus saving his \
rider.
· Down in his tracks sunk the horse, and before Wild Bill could extricate himself, away
went a steed and rider like the wind.
I Who this untiring foe was Wild Bill could
not guess; but had he been in any doubt as to
the fact that one was on his track who wished
to avenge some one he had killed, a slip of
paper pinned on his door one day would have
dispelled that doubt.·
It was written in a bold hand and read:
VISITING

"WILD BILL:
"An avenger, for the death of Cole at your hands,

Is on your trail.

"Your days are numbered.
M1i:RoJLB:ss."
Bill read this warning without the quiver of
a muscle; what 4e felt and thought his -stern,
sad face neveD revealed.
But others who read it, for Bill left it- sticking where the avenger had put it, felt tha~
whoever it was that was trailing Wild Bill,
had better be careful or the biter might get bitten.
Going to Wichita in pursuit of a criminal,
Wild Bill had just entered the saloon of the
tavern, when a horsewan da~hed up, threw
his reins over the hitching rack, to which the
marshal's horse was fastened, and entered the
room, glaucill.g q1:1ickly around bim as lie dl4

so.
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Bpyfng BID he advanced tpward him and
•ked ifleasan~y:
"Ari-you the marshal of Hayes_City,.

"I an"

" Your name 18 Bill Hikok, I believe,.
"My name is James Hikok, but I am called
Wild Bill," was the calm reply.
Instantly a revolver was tbrnst in hia face
and the flash and report followed, a• the
strange1· cried:
"Then I avenge Phil Cole."
Bill was fairly canght, for the air of tbe
stranger deceived him; but he was as quick in
bis movemE111ts as the lightning's flash, and
managed to strike up the weapon so that the
bullot glanced upon the frontal bone, but left a
severe wound, and felled him to the floor like
dead.
ln fact, those who saw him fall thought he
was dead, and sprnug toward him, while the
stranger dashed out of the tavern, mounted his
horse, and sped away unpursued.
But, only stunned by the buTiet, Wild Bill
quickly rallied, and asked for his intended as·
118SSin.
He moqnted his horse and rode away,'' said
the landlord.
"Which road did he taker'
" The trail leading south."
" I shall follow him," and he &rOl8 to hia
feet.
"But you are seriously wounded, bleeding
freely, and are not able."
"You don't know Wild. Bill, pard, If you
think be is not able to follow a foe."
Wild Billi
The name created a sensation there at once,
for no one knew him, among that crowd, by
Bight, yet all knew him well by reputation.
Covered with blood, which he wiped from
his face with his handkerchief, and binding it
around bis heed, he left the room, mounted his
horse and dashed away in pursuit.
· Riding hard, he came in sight of a horseman
after a couple of hours in the saddle, and recognized him es the man who bad come up to
him in the tavern in such a friendly way.
The stranger, believing he had certainly
killed Bill, had slackened bis pace, but turned
upon hearing hoofs behind him.
Instaotly, in that wild, blood-stained face,
he saw an avenger on his path, aud rode away
in hot baste.
But Bill's horse was the fleetest of the two,
and coming nearer, be opened with his revolver
and soon brought down the animal ridden by
his foe.
Dismounting quickly, as the other fell, Bill
rushed upon him, and reoeiving unhurt the ft.re
of his enemy, 1lh9t him deed.
.Maddened by his wound, he coolly took a
lock of hair from the head of the deild man,
rode . . to tbt tavern. pl.oce4 WmleU ia
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care of a surgeon, and upon b't.retum to Hay•
City, tacked the death trophy up by the side ol
the warning of the man who had been det.ermined to hunt him down.
CH.APTER :XXVL
WILD BILL

F~

JN LOVlll.

IT was while Wild Bill was llCe.rsbal of Hays
City, that a circus came there to give an 'exbibition, and of course it waa an exciting
event for the town.
'
The circus was owlllld and manegc}d by
Madam Agnes Lake, the first Mazeppa rider
I believe in tbe United States, and whose bus.bend, the former proprietor, bad been killed in
Missouri.
Madam Lake, though tbe first woman at the
head of a large show, managed it with the
greates. ability, and thus saved berseU and her
daughter from tin8llcial ruin after the deafh of
her husband.
As is often the case, when a circus visit.I
smell southern and western towns, some of the
"characters " of the place decided to ' 'clean it
out," and assembled under the canvas for that
purpose, anxious to start a row.
Madam Lake had heard that a bad lot were
coming, and advised her troupe to kpep quiet
and orderly; but this would do no good where
there were idle desperadoes bent on a flgb~
and they began to insult the cirCll8 men in
various ways, and at last, when one of them
resented it, at once pitched upon him.
Others came to the rescue of their comrade,
and a hot fight began.
But suddenly into the midst of the combatants sprung a tall fQrID, his fists fell right and
left like sledge-hemmers, and sent men to
earth at every blow, and having gotten the
desperadoes separated, he drew his revolvera
and said quietly:
"Now, pards, git!"
They knew that the one who gave the advice was Wild Bill, and they took it and
" got." Bill then turned to the circus ~en and
lllid:
\.
"Go on with the fun, boys, tor we won't be
disturbed again."
Madam Lake having seen Bill dash singlehanded into the fight, and single-handed end
it, and drive the mob before him, asked to
have him presentaj. to her that she might
thank him, end he was taken np and introduce;
by a friend.
The madam received him most kindly, presented him ~ the members of her company,
and from that meeting Wild Bill lost bis heart
with the fair widow, and years after, while he
was performing with Buffalo Bill and Texas
.Jack UDOD the stage, be again mot Madam
Lake, and they were married in Cheyenne, for
the lovw'e persistent wooing at lalt won •wife.
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CHAPTER XXVIL
~ODOTl!lS

01' WILD Bil..L AS TOLD
BUFFALO BILL, BlS LIFE LONG PA.RD.

BY

ter the billiard room, a8 be did not wish an,
fight in his house. To plea.qe the.landlord, and
at bis suggestion, I called the boys up into !;be
parlor and explained to them the ·situation.
Wild Bill wanted to go at once and fight the
whole mob, but I persuaded him to keep awa7_,,
from them during the day.
In order to entirely avoid the roughs, the
members of the company entered the theater
tbroligh a private door from the hotel, as the
two buildings joined each other. While I was
standing at the door of the theater taking
tickets, the landlord of the hotel came rushing
up and sai<J that Wild Bill was having a fight •
with the roughs in the bar-room. It seemed
that Bill bad not been able to resist the temptation of going to see what kind of a mob it was
·that wanted to test the pluck of the Buft'alo
Bill party; and just as he stepped into the
room, one of the bruisers paji his hand on bil
shoulder and said:
"Hello, Buffalo Bill! we have been looking
for you all day."
" My name is not Buffalo Bill; _you are mistaked in the man,'' waq the reply,
"You are a- liar l" .said the bruiser•
Bill instantly knocked him down, and then
seizing a chair be laid out four or five of ·the
crowd on the floor, and drove the rest out of the
room. All this was done in a minute or two, and_
by tba time I got down-stairs, Bill was coming
out of the bar-room, whistling a lively tune.
"Well!" said he, "I have been interviewing
that party who wanted to clean us out."
\
"I thought you promised to come into the
Opera House by-the private entrancet"
" I did try to follow that trail, but I got
lost among' the canyons, and then I ran in
among the hostiles," said he; "but it la all
right now. They won't bother n's any more.
I guess those fellows have found us." And
sure enough "they had.
heard no more of
them after that.

BUFFALO Bil..L having had a Border Play
written for him, in which he had an opporiunity ot showing those living in the marts of
civilization true life upon the prairies of the
Far West, prev'ailed upon Texas Jack, a noted
Plain.~man, ~nd Wild Bill to accompany him in
bis dramatic tour, and the two celebrated Men
of the Plains and Mountains appeared before
the footlights in the drama known as "Scouts
of the Plains."
In his autobiography, a handsome book published by Frank E. Bliss, of Hartford, Buffalo
Bill thus speaks of
.
WU.D Bil..L AS AN AOTO
.
"ALTHOUGH be had a fine stage appearance,
was 'l handsome fellow, and possessed a good,
strong voice, yet when be went upou the stage
oofore an audience, it was almost impossible
llar him to utter a word. He insisted that we
were making a set of fools of ourselves, and
~at we were the laughing-stock of the people.
"Wild Bill was continually=playing tricks
on the members of tha company, and it was
his es'pe{'ial delig ht to torment the 'supers.'
Quite frequently in our sham Indian battles he
wonld run up to the 'Indians' (the supers), and
putting. his pistol close to their legs, would fire
at them and burn them with the powder,
instead of shooting over their beads. This
would mak~ them dance and jump, so that it
was difficult to make them fall and diealthough they wece paid twenty-five cents each
for performing the 'dying business.' The poor
'supers' often complained to me about this, and
threatened not to go on tha stage and be killed
again if that man Wilj Bill did not stop shooting and burning their legs. I would order
Wild Bill to stop bis mischief; he would laugh
•nd then promise not to do· it any more. But
It w·ould not be long before he was at hie old
tricks again.
" My company, known as the 'Buffalo Bill
WILD Bil..L PLAYS A LIT'fLB G..um.
Combination,' did a fine business all through
Another incident occurred, one night, at
the East. Wild Bill continued his pranks, Portland, Maine. Bill found it impossible to
which caused us considerable annoyance, but go to sleep at the hotel on account of the con•t the same time g1·eatly amused us.
tinued talking of some parties who were engag~d in a game of cards in an adjoining
WILD Bil..L INTERVIEWS ROUGHS.
room. He called to them several times to
ONE "9.Y at Titusville, Pennsylvania, while make less DDise,_but they paid little or no atBurke, ~be business agent, was registering our tention to him. He finl!lly got up and went
names and making arrangements for our ac- to the room with the intention of cleaning out
comm1xlation, several of us started for the bil- the whole crowd. He knocked and was ad- .
liard room; but were met by the landlord, who" mitted; greatly to his surprise, he found the .
stopped me and said tbat there was a party of party to be some merchants of the city, whom
roughs from the lower oil region who were be bad met the previous day. They were
IPl'-leing, and had boasted that they were stay- playing poker, and invited him to join them
ing ~n 1own to meet the Buft'alo Bill gang and which he did, at the same ame pretending to
cleM them out. The landlord begged of me be a little green about the gatne; but he ended
DOt &o allow the memban of the troU£)e to en- lar&elf a wrnner, and at diiyli&hi left tllem
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wtth the parting advfce never to keep a ltranger
awake and then invite him to play poker aa a
recompense.
WILD BILL'S INDIAR ACT.

Buffalo Bill also ·speaks of a fancy which
Wild Bill bad, when discharging bis revolver
In an imaginary fight upon the stage, of singeing th~ "supers" (superuumeranes) who were
painted and dressed as Indians.
When any of them fell, and were supposed
to be dead, killed by the scout in the mimic
combat, Wild Bill would fire his pistol so near
to them, that be would scare the "supers" to
life again, thus making a .i.• live Injun " of a
dead one.
In referring to it in bis autobiography abon
alluded to, Buffalo Bill says:
"The play proceeded finely until the Indian
fight in t!le second act, when Bill amused himself by lus old trick of singeing the legs of the
'supers.'
"After the curtain dropped the ' supers '
complained to me about it. Bill's conduct
made me angry, and I told him that he must
either stop shooting the 'supers' or leave the
company. He made no reply, but went to the
dressing-room and changed bis buckskin suit
for his citizen's dress, and during one of my
scenes I looked down in front and saw him
elbowing bis way through the audience and
out of the theater. When I had finished the
scene and bad retired from the stage, the stageca.rpenter came up and said:
"'That long-haired gentleman, who passed
out a few minutes ago, requested me to tell
you that you could go to thunder with your
i;ld show.'
" That was the last time that Wild Bill and I
ever performed together on the Gtage. After
tbe evening's entertainment I met him at the
Osborn House. By this time he bad recovered
from his mad flt and was in as good humor a•
ever. He had made up bis mind to leave for
the West the next day. I endeavored to per~uade him ~o remain with me till spring, and
then we would go together; but it was of no
use. I then paid him the money due him, and
Jack and myself made him a present of $1,000

beside&.
WILD BILL AS A " 81'.AR."

Bill went to New York the next day, intending to start West from there. Several
days afterward I learned that a theatrical
manager had engaged him to play. A company waa organir.ed and started •.mt, but as a
"star" Wild Bill waa not a success; the
farther he went the poorer lae got. This
- didn't lllit Bill by any meane, and be accordingly retired from the stage. The company,
however, kept on the road, using Bill's name
ud emplo:vm. an actor to re~t b1m 11ot

H

only on the stage hut on the 1tree\ and elaewbere. Bill heard ot this deception and sent
wOJ·d to the manager to stop it, but no atteation was 11aid to bis message.
So he determined to take !'tltisfaction himself,
and accordingly went to tbe town where the
coruhination was playing and bought himself
an orchestra &eat tar forward, and sat dow11 to
witness the performance.
When the bogus Wild Bill, representllng
himself, appeared, Wild Bill sprung upon the
stage, slung t~ manager into the OJches~ra,
afld burled bi§ impel"!!onator through IL mass
of scenery representing rock, and which, .!ortunate for him 1Vas only painted canvas.
Wild Bill then resumed bis seat, and a policeman was sent to arrest him.
"How numerous are you?" calmly a.steel
Wild Blll of the officer.
"I am alone," was the reply.
"You had better get some help," said Bill
The officer then called up another policeman,
and Bill again asked :
"How many of you are there nowr•
"Two," was the reply.
" Then I ad vise you to go and get som•
more reinforcements," said Bill, very coolly.
The policeman thereupon spoke to the sberiW
The
who was dressed in citizen's clothes.
sheriff came up and said he would Lave to take
him into custody.
"All right, sir," r eplied Bill, "I have no objections to walking out with you, but I won't
go with any two policemen." At tbe court
next morning Bill stated his reasons for having
acted as be bad done, and the judge fined him
only three dollars and costs.
STAGE WHISKY.

Bu1falo Bill also told the author of these in.
cidents and adventures in the life of Wild Bi.D
the following amusing story of the latter's first
.
appearance on the stage:
"We bad several rehearsals together," said
Buffalo Bill, "and of course the stage properties were not used, only ' make believe,' so he
could understand what was t-0 be done.
"But the night he appeared, the first scene ID
which he took part represented a camp-fir~
around which TeXll.!I Jack and myself were
sitting telling stories. In order t.o carry out
the scene so that it should be a faithful counterfeit of the reality, we had a whisky bottle
filled with cold tea, which we passed from one
to the other at the conclusion of each story.
When it came Bill's turn to relate an adventure I passed him the bottle, and taking it in
the way with which he was very familiar, he
commenced draining the contents. - I Sllf" menced, because be stopped very suddenly and
spurted the tea right out on the stage, at the
ll&me time saying, in a voice loud enough tot
tile ~ to bear him: 'You JDUlt tbiDk X.
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die worst fool east of the Rockies, that I can't dence, and for whom he felt strong &let of
t.ell whisky from cold tea. This don't count, friendship.
and I can't tell a story under the temptation
unless I ge~ real whisky.' I tried to remon-.
1trate witl:i him, while the audience fairly
1book do"VU the galleries with their cheers. A*
first I was greatly mortified and provoked;
but I soon discovered that in the few words be
bad •id, and bis real acting of disgust, Wild
8ill, unlnteptionally on his part, however, had
made a great hit. n
CHAPTER :XXVUL
BAVED BY A ·LOOKING-GLAS!!.

HA.vmG found that as an actor he was not a
Wild Bill returned West to the haunts
he so well loved, and at once became aware,
through certain hints that were dropped, that
11.nother avenger was on his trail
Who it was be did not know fur some time,
and then only discovered it by accident, as he
at reading one morning in a saloon in Chey•nne.
\
Two men enteied, and as Wild Bill's face was
hidden by the newspaper, did not recognize
him, and a.a they stepped up to the bar one
lllid:
"You are sure he will come heref"
"Yes, I was just told by Jack Dunston he
bad made an appointment to meet him here
within an hour."
Wlld Bill beard their words, and knowing
that he had jus( made such an appointment
with the party named, knew that they referred
to him.
t Instantly he determined to face the music
boldly, when he saw, by a looking-glass over
the bar, tbat they bad recognized him and were
both drawing their weapons.
At once he drew his double-barreled Derringer and sprung to his feet, just as a shot
whistled by his head, and another struck the
table by which he sat.
To reply was the work of a IOOOnd, and one
of his enemies dropped dead; but the second
barrel missed fire, and hurling the pistol at the
remaining man, grappled him, and they fall,
and Wild Bill arose unhurt, while the neck of
his adven.ary was broken from having fallen
with such force upon his head. •
1Uccess1

CHAPTER XXIX.
ONB: OUT OF FIVB:.

UPON one occasion Wild Bili and four comrades started on a prospecting tQ_ur into the
Black Hills country, which was then reported
BB being rich in gold mines, several old trappers and bunters having been there and dis·
covered traces of the precious metal, which all
mid would pan out fortunes for those who
mined for it.
The companinas of Wild Bill on this trip
were men in whom he had the &re.tea• couA-

They were all thorough prairie and mountain men, were up to all the wiles of the Indians, and had stood up without flinching in
many a desperate encounter.
Thoroughly equipped for mining and hunt.
ing, well mounted and armed, and leading
three pack-horses with their stores, they set
out for the new Eldorado.
Well they knew that they were going Into a
dangerous locality, where the Indians, imblttered by the inYasiod of their hunting-grounds
by the whites, would show them no m!'rcy.
But they were men who had confidence In
themselves, and the golden results they hoped
tor outweighed the danger, and willingly they
took the risks.
Pitching their camp on French River, they
set to work with a will, and built a secure and
comfortable cabin, with a stable adjoining for
their horses, aud then began the task of prospecting for gold.
It was the rule of the party that one of the
five should temain about camp all day or hunt
near it and do the cooking, providing game,
and looking after the horses, while the other
four went-to the mines.
Taking turns, this work in rotation fell upon
all successively, and as they had agreed to share
the resul1s of their mining labor, they got
along most harmoniously.
The party thus had passed some montbs together, and were meeting with considerable
luck, when on.e day it was Wild Bill's duty to
remain in camp.
He got things to rights, bad made all preparations to get dinner, and then started out to
find it, by shooting the game.
Intent in creeping upon a herd of deer, he
went further and further from camp, and
when he at last brought down a fine young
buck, he found it '\fas nearly sunset, and that
he had some ten miles to walk back to camp
with bis load.
Taking what choice parts of the buck he
wanted, he shouldered them and started on his
return.
Darkness overtook him before be had gone
far, but he cared ljj;tle for that, other than the
thought that his comrades would come in from
their work and find no hearty supper prepared
for them.
Hastening along he had reached a spot but a
quarfer of a mile from the camp In the can·
yon, wheu he was startled by a series of wild
yells and rapid shots from revolvers.
bown to the ground was cast hia load of
venison, for he had recognized the yell of she
Blackfeet Indians, whose Reservation they had
csimped upon, and knew that they had attackecl
his companions.
1
'6or • few minutes the tlihtilll waied hc4

_

_,_

' and
.m then ceased,
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wild yells of triumph
alone were beard.
At this moment Wild Bill appeared upon the
scene.
At a glance he took in the situation, and
that bis absence bad gotten bis comrades into
the ambush, for the red-skins bad entered the
cabin, end awaiting the return of the miners,
bed rushed out upon them, and taken by surprise, and overwhelmed by numbers· the fight
1,,-ould be but short and have a fatal termination for the whites.
Wild Bill, under ordinary circumstances,
would have held back when he llBW that the
fight was ended; but now he was angry with
himself for having gone so far from camp,
maddened at tbe loss of bis comrades, and obeerving that two of them, tboughlyi.qg upon
the ground, were not yet dead, he determined
, that they at least should not die with the belief
that he had deserted tbem.
With a revolver in each hand, ~nd with
yells that rung back savagely from the canyon's fiides, be rushed upon the scene.
Ere tbe 11stonished Indians knew what had
happened half a dozen of their number, had
fallen dead before his unerring aim, and the
remainder, more than a soore in number were
seeking shelter, as they felt confident that one'
man had not alone charged in upon them.
Reaching the side of one of his comrades, he
saw that he had just breathed bis last, and a
second was dying, and bis scalp was gone.
Recognizing him, hB said plainly: "It is all
up with us, Bill; save yourself, for it's four out
t"f five now."
Wild Bill was in a frenzy of rnge, nnd as a
horse was near he threw himself upon bis beck
and charged through the canyon unhurt by the
fire of the red-skin;;, several more of whom
however he brought to grief with his revolvers.
He had disappeared from sight before the
Indians realized that be was alone, and then,
with wild yells of rage and disappointment
they started in pursuit, the blazing cabin which
they ltad set on fire, lighting the canyon from
end to end.
CHAPTER XXX.
THE CHASE.

PBEssmG the horse he rode to his utmost
l}>elld, Wild Bill kept him at It until he felt
that he needed rest, and then came to a hali
and remained in camp until daylight.
He well knew his dangerous situation, alone
1111.d almost without ammunition, with hostile
hulians not only on bis trail, but others hating
Ula pale-faces, all around him; but be did net
dmp&lr, as he waa a man who was game to the
end.
Kany long mils lay before him eff be could
*bf ~ 10ttleme11t, 6Pcl tbe hone &le

""'*

rode was not of the best; bat still be oount,ed
that as long as he lived there was hope, and he
determined to take the chances and the hope.
He was anxious to reach Fort Fetterman,
and having breakfasted upon a rage hen, which
be knocked over with bis revolver, and hit
horse being rested, and content with bis fe&B'
of grass, be mounted nnd started in tbe direction in which his prnirie-crnft told_bim th,.
fort lay.
He had not ridden very long before he felt
that in the darkness he bad thoroughly eluded
his pursuers, and that after waiting until d.JlY·
light before they could find the trail, they
would hardly continue the chase, as it would
be useless, with eight hours' start which he
had.
But this thought was not much relief, for he
knew the country was· full of both Blacldeet
and Sioux, and the attack upon the miners'
cabin proved to him that they bad at last gone
on the war-path to drive all of the V<hites out
of their country, and the chances were ninetynine to a hundred that be would run upon a
band of them at any moment.
He wa8 going quietly along when his horse
suddenly started forward, and, glancing back,
Bill discovered some fifteen mounted Indians
clol!e upon him.
At a glance he saw that they were Sioux,
and bad evidently only a ·sbort while befor
struck hls. trail and followed it.
Instantly he urged his horse into a run, and
at once the chase began, for the J"ed-skins came
on in rapid pursuit, yelling like demons.
Pressing the animal bard, Wild Bill held his
own fqr an hour or more, but then bis horse
began to fail, as he readily saw, while the Indian ponies, tough as pine knots, came on at
the same untiring gallop they bad commenced
the pursuit with.
It now was urgent for Wild Bill to depend upon his own strategy to escape rather
than his horse, ·and be at once clcsely observed
the nature of the country around him.
Observing some high, rugg"d hills, he urged
bis tired horse for them, and at their base the
animal stumbled and fell, throwing his rider
over his bead.
But Wild Bill had been fearing and watch·
ing for just such a tumble, end, nimble as 1~
cat, he caught on bis feet and continued th•
flight on up the hill
The Indians dashed by bis falfen, brobn.
down steed, and, pressing on up the steep h.11~1
gave a sudden yell of triumph as they saw him
hesitate, then stop, dart ooe way, then another
and then turn aod face them.
With shouts of triumph and war-cries they
rushed upon him, while he waited until they
got within range, and then his reyolven
upened, one held in each band.
~w:tl went a pony tllere. off fell a red..sha
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laen1, and In s!mO!t ten ~ds of tlm~ three
mustangs and two warriors were down, and
the revolvers were empty.
This the cunning Indians d~ered, and
where their charge had - been temporarily
checked, they again rushed forward with rage
at the loss of their comrades, and a most
earnest dPSire to get the scalp of Wild Bill,
whom several of them recognized, having faced
him in many a fight before, and well knew his
~rrible aim.
- But, as they advanced, confident now of
their prey, Wild Bill gave one long, loud shout
of defiance, and sprung backward and disappeared from sight.
npon arriving at the spot the foiled red-skim
dis110vered that he had been standing on tlv>
edge of a precipice, which overhung a foaming
ton"ent, rushing at its base, sixty feet below.
From this dizzy hight Wild Bill had boldly
tlaken the leap, and the rushing waters had re~TBd him in their bosom and hurled him on
llllhurt down the stream, and out of sight of

his toes.
For several miles Wild Bill kept in the foaming torrent, borne along with' frightful rapidity
and then looked about for means of getting
oot, for he was almost prostrated by his fierce
atruggle.
A little way back he had passed a good land·
Ing place, but preferred to go on fur ther and
look for another; but now he found himself in
a dangerous predicament, for the stream here
nm through precipitous sides, where it was
t.o
Impossible-to find a landing, and there
hia ears the roar of a cataract ahead.
As fortune seems to ever favor the brave,
Uiere hung over from the banks above a netwo1rk of .vinAS, several of t.be larger ends even
touching the water, and at once Wild Bill d&termined t.o use these as a means of escape.
As he neared them he raised his hands and
took firm hold, and though the shock was a
great one, and parted some of the smaller vines
above, it held him securely, and he dragged
himself up out of the stream and managed to
reach a place where he could rest.
Having done so, he crept up the vine11 and
thence along the net-work to the cliff above
and in a sheltered nook sunk down almost pros.'.
vated and fell !ast asleep.

came

CHAPTER :XXXL
HATCHLNG IN.DUN CUNNING.

Wmi:N Bill awolre, from his sleep of deep
prostratfon, after his battle with the torrent,
he found that It was dark, and not being able
t.<> know what kind of locality he was in, be
felt forced to remain until daylight, as any
aovement might precipitat.e him over a preci·
pice. "I'm awful hungry, and could eat an
IDJun poiterboate lt.ellk," he muttered, "bat

I don't think BTen a red-skin can follow my
trail the way I came here, so I'll just remabl
and s..e what daylight will bring.
"I guess I'll sleep and forget how hungry J
am," and, all wet and hungry that he was, he
soon sunk again int.o a deep slumber.
The ,sun, struggling through the dense undgrowth, that covered the banks of the river,
fell into the face of the tired man and awoke
him, and his first utterance was:
"Jerushal h<'w hungry I am: I guess I''Te
had sleep enough to give a little for grub."
Rising, he felt at first, as he expressed rt,
"stitf as a stov&-np old cava!Fy horse," but
creeping out of the bushes he soon limbered
bims~lf up by a walk; and peering cautiously
around him, went in search of something to
eat, and with considerable anxiety not to be
discovered by the Indians, who be seemed to
feel had not given up searching for him.
Fortunately for him he had six cartridges
for one revolver, and they had been in an oilskin tobacco pouch, and were not wet.·
Loading one of his revolvers with these,
w ich he prized as though each shot was a
diamond of rare value, he continued bi11 way,
several times tempted to kill game that he saw,
but each time forbearing, 8s he feared the redskins mii;;ht hear the shot.
"I've got one shot for something to eat, and
llve for the reds; with the one shot I must g<tl
game large enough to last me to Fetterman,
which I can make in four days, if the Indians
will only let me, and I've got just two matches
to start a fire with, so rm forced to be economical for once in my lite," he said with a
grim smile.
At last, feeling tbat he was out of ear-shot
of thj!. stream, and discovering a deer, he crept
near enough, and raising his revolver fired.
It dropped with his unerring shot, and Bill
lost no time in cutting otf meat enough to lruit
him for several days, after which be started
on, anxious to get away from the vicinity ol
his firing, in case any Indian had heard it.
He had just turned int.o a canyon, when
around ahead, almost upon him, dashed a mounted warrior.
Though expecting Indians to appear at any
ttme, Bill wos taken by surprise, but did not
lose his presence of mind.
The red-skin was also taken by surprise, and
tried to suddenly wheel his horse, having no
weapon in his hand, and his rifte being slung
at his back.
But Wild Bill bounded forward, seized the
rein of the pony, and at the same instan$
pulleq the trigger, as his pistol muzzle point.ad
full at the head of the savage.
With the report the Indian dropped t.o ._.
ground, and wrenching from his back the rill-.
it was but the work ot an instant for Willi
BW tio tb'row biJJlself upon the back of tlll
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frigtlt.ened mll!ltang, for the clatter of coming
hOJfa reached his ears, and he knew that the
warrior had not been alone.
"I'll give 'em a surprise as they round the
bend," he muttered, and raising the rill ', as
1everal mounted Indians came in view he fired.
A mustang dropped, and its rider fell heavily, and dashing the now useless rifle away,
for he had no more ammunition for it, Wild
Bill turned to tly.
Instantly the red-skins, who had drawn up
at bis shot, came on in pursuit, and looking
back the fugitive saw that they were over a
!!Core in number and not those who had been
In chnse of him before.
"The woods are full of 'em, and from present prospects F ort F~tterman seems about ten
thC1usand miles away, for I'm blest it I know
which way to go," he muttered.
But all the time he kept his captured pony
at full speed, and presently came in sight of
tne very stream that he ,had scudded down so
swiftly the day before.
He rungnized tbe place he was approaching
as the spot he had thought of lan.:ing upon,
and at once he saw to venture into the stream
would be to go. to bis dea th, fdr the bank on the
other side was a smooth cliff, and a hundred
yards below the shore upon which he stood was
also as precipitous.
To turn back now he saw was impossible, for
the Indians were close at hand, and already
their bullets were pattering around him, and
plunging into the water.
"Guess rve got to have it out right here,"
ru muttered.
But, as he turned to face his foes, a sudden
thought flashed through bis mina, and be urged
bill horse down the bank, until he came to the
last point on that shore where he could enter

Uie torrent.
Then he said, with a grim smile:
"Pony, I guess we'll take a sail, and it I
don't mi.take you'll have company."
Into tbe foaming torrent he forced the frightened mustang, and the next minute he was
sweepmg along at a terrific rate just as the redskins dashed up to the spot.
"Come on and get my scalp!
"Oh, you r ed-skin cowards!
"You are afraid to follow a white man!
"Come on and l'll meet you below I
"You are a pack of cowardly squaws, and no
warriors I"
These taunts be shouted back in the Sioux
tongue, which he spoke well, and, as he bad
expected, they had the desired effect, for the
Indians forced their ponies to take the water,
and .the next minute the whole paXty were flying
alatg with the current, in punruit.
11 They don't know this country, and what a
9lc.t.lo l'Te aot for them arouncl the bend. OI'

they'd nenr have followed," 11ald Blll:at btl
pony was swept on, llrty yard8 in advanoo.
Anxious to steady their ho1'!10S the red -skina
bad all they could do and only hoped to over·
take the white bunter on solid ground.
But, as they swept around the bend, and observed that the banks on either side were solid
walls of rock, they seemed to realize tbeir rlanger,and some of them vainly urged their ponie11
to attempt to stem the torrent.
But the effort was a futile one, as t hey at
once saw; and they vented their fury with wild
yells of hatred.
Suddenly they felt that another danger
faced them, for they heard the roar of the cataract ahead.
"Ob I they bear the music now, and I gue111
they are mad, " said Bill.
But a moment after he saw that be must
look to bis own safety and carry out the sutlden
thought, which had seized upon him, just as be
was about to turn and fight t.he red-skins back
upon tbe bank of the stream.
"It the grape-vine breaks, I'll be in at the
picnic too," be said, and then he guided his •
pony toward It.
Nearer and nearer he came, and freeing himself from the Indian saddle, and slipping onto
the back of the pony behind ih he $tl-etched
forth bis hands for the grasp upon t he vines.
When almost upon it the pony sudd enly
swerved, and ' nearly made him lose bis gripe:
but springing upon the back of the animal witb
bis tee•, be gave a jump and seized the stou&
vine.
It cracked and gave badly under the shock;
but band over hand be went to a pince of
safety, and felt that the net-work wouU hold
bis weight.
"But it won't hold two, nor will this fancy
bridge stand many more such pulls," he muttered, and then added significantly, "I'll see
that it doo't get any more such pulls either."
As he spoke he drew his revolver, with it.a
five loaded chambers, end sat swinging upon
bia bridge of vines, and waiting.
C:C:API~R XXXII.
PLUCK WINS.

· AFTER drawing his revolver, and seeing that

th~ Indians were yet quite a distance away,
Wild Bill glanced after •be pony he had jusi
deserted, end said sadly:
"It's a hard tric'k to play on you, old horse,
after you have saved my life; but my life ii
more precious to me than yours is."
He saw also, from bis lofty perch, that the
stream tumbled over a fall of somefitteen feet,
and below was one mass of ragged rocv
through which it rushed with fury, -11.ud loo)r
like a torren• of milk, rather Lher ""'...i.

Wild Bill. the Pu.tol Prince.
~e wu the foam as rar as the eye could
CHAPTER
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reach.
b
si
"That will settle 'em I know: now to u •
As all careers must have an end, w at last
ness" and he turned to the Indian who was
guiding his pony so as to allow him to grasp came tbe end, and a bitter one, to Wild Bill,
tor be tell by the band of an assassin when
the vine as l!!e went under.
HI should have cut those off with my knife in the very prime of his eventful lite, having
passed his fortieth year.
u I came up; but I guess tbis will do," he just
He had goue with a mining expedition into
muttered, and raising bis r~volver be fired, just
tlie Black Hills, and had every prospect of digas a red-skin grasped the vrne.
Into the surging waters, without even a ging a fortune of yellow gol:i out of the earth,
death-cry went the warrior, and a second when one afternoon be entered a saloon and
engaged in a game of cards with a young ""'B;D
•~ept by not daring to catch at the vine.
But a third got bis band upon i~ an? be ~ by the name of Jack McCall, and who was 1~
.I '
fell from bis pony, with a bullet 10 his brain. fact, a mere boy in years.
As Bill was the winner in the game of cha~-e,
A fourth, fifth and sixth then went by, and
McCall
treaslll'ed
against
him
a
desire
fo-:
re·
then another macle tbe desperate attempt, and
venge, though be did not then exhibit ill-feelbis arm dropped, broken at the elbow.
"I've only got two more shots, and I hope ing toward him.
But he plotted to cut short the life of Wild
tbAy W(JD't try it'llgain," said Bill
And they did not, for those who came be• Bill and to carry out bis purpose, several
bind seemed to be more in dread of the deadly day's after he met with bis loss, be went to a
aim of their pale.-face foe than of the cataract place where be knew bis victor was enjoying a
sociable game, nodded pleasantly to all as ~·
ahl'ad and swept by under the vine.
1:1odte bad fired at Wild Bill, and one or two entt>red, and made his way to the back of hia
bullebl had come uncomfortably near to him; intended victim.
Then suddenly drawing a revolver, be placed
but the Indians bad all they could do to look
after themselves in the seething torrent, and it aga~t the back ot Wild Bill's head and
soon discovered that ell their prowess and cour- fired.
Through the massive sl..'1111 the bullet crashed
age could not save them.
Climbing onto the 1ock bank, 'Yild Bill ran Its way, and buried itself in the 8fl'm of Bill'•
along it until be eame to a pomt where be partner in the game of cards.
Wild Bill , without a groan or sigh, sun~
could see the fall, and with a grim, stern face,
he saw his foes hurled over and over to de- dead across the table, the hero of a hundred
combats
cut down in his strength by the bana
struction, Indians and ponies being da.beJ to
of an assassin whom he believed a friend.
pieces against the ragged rocks.
After killing Wild Bill, McCall made good
Again he then started on his way toward
Fo1·t Fetterman, and after a walk of several bis escape, bu~ eventually suri:endered himself;
hours shot a young deer, for he bad had to an impromptu trial was held, and the jury pronounced the murderer "not guilt;:t."
lose his venison in tbe flight.
But, although be left Dead wood after his
His matches did not fail him, and after
cooking enough of the juicy meat to last him strange acquittal, Jack McCall was afterward
for several &ays, be continued on bis way, arrested by a U nited. States Marshal, end be
traveling by night and sleeping by day, and was tried, found guilty, sentenced and bauge<\,
In a romantic spot in the mountaiW' Wilri
after five days of hardships reached the fort
in safety, but fearfully used up by his exposure Bill, his rifle by bis side, bis revolvers: r..,.,,.,.i
around bim, was buried by bis f~ien<is, ana
and rough usage.
After a rest of a few weeks be returned to above his lonely grave Charlie Utter, "Colo·
Cheyenne, the only survivor of the party of rado Charlie,'' erected a marble monument,
five that had left there for the Black Hills, and upon which is his name, date of birth and
it was while in that city that he married Mrs. death, and the words:
"Po.rd, we will meet aga.111 In the Happy HtirMoa
Lake, who, to the day of his death, was a Grounds
to part no more."
moat loving and noble wife to him.
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Sbl1 remark before the aubtle delicacy
1trlkee borne.

or

Its genial wit

&b~~tw1~1·~~n~:~:s:~nn~1:!1/ ,~h~'::r1~'i:8aJ1cf:J•t~~ty~ee;~

aure, ft traced from th£ dimly distant days wbeu Adam
wu a mere child down to the preaent day, would show

ll11t few heroes that In tbe eyee or boyhood would be

•~en judged worthy or comparison with the two greates t
:'~r:t:r:!~D'e"aJ~to~en:~~°a!1JeD:~~~O~~ ~Yce~~~ptty r&

. w~o•ar:
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be leU

J& oan be easily helleved, therefore, that the two Dicks

are

~

IO ftrmly engratted on the tree of popular literature
boys and young men, that their position IA assured

• • and tbat tbey stand to-day head and 1houlders

above all rivals lo tbe eyes or the public tor wblcb
have li ved, and for which one ot them haa died.

tbe~

American boyhood, and that la a tremendous factor I•
the land, now kn ows Deadwood Dick , Jr., a good beal be..

ter than It ko ows Its catechism, and mll1tous of yo uns
minds absorb the thrllllug lnclde11ta or his car eer In bla
everhtstlng warfare agah1st crime aud his uever-enalM
solving of lmpent!trable mysterlea.
M.llllonff or boy a follow his stealthy Jootat.eps 88 he track•
hie vicious victims to their undoing, and then, when tbr
victims are thoroughly undone, the mllltone wait hungrllJ
for the next volume, which on every Wednesday appean

with the certainty ot the Wednea<1ay Itself, and a new aea
or delightful thrllls go thrilling away from Malue to Call·

ro ruta.
There are the volumes each so crowded with thrills anl
heart·tug1 that It were madness to hope to do justice tc
them collectively a11d rank injustice to discriminate b9"'
tween theu1.
To abaudon the Id ea of giving a few extracts causes In•
nntte pain, but If once a stat't were made In that dire&
tlon. It would he cruel to The Even.tng Sun.'a readen to
atop. anc1 It Is therefore better not to relate one alo vJe
ad vPnture. Suffice It to aay that tbe atortea are clean aud
well written.
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